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New! Exciting! First time in print! The true,
absorbirig story of why 97% of the paperbacks

on our mass-market racks are by foreign authors
by Phil Surguy

wts STARTED hs a relatively simple assignment. I was to
iind out what’s happening this spring in the Canadian end of
the mass-paperback market. It was soon evident, though,
what not much at all is happening. That is. few Canadian
bnnkr  are appearing among the 400 to 500 new titles that go
on the mass market every month. The next step was to try to
understand why.

Thz  signilicant  Canadian paperback companies ti
PaperJacks.  Pocket Books. Seal. Harlequin, and Totem.
There firms specialize in inexpensive, paperbound, rack-
\ize  books that are generally repripu of works that first
appeared in hudcover.  Rack-size is approximately four
inches by seven inches. LargCr and/or more expensive for-
mats ax called quality. or trade, paperbacks. Most mass-
,i,Xket.pupeIbaCks  are adult fiction.

Totem. a bnnch  of the British giant, William Collini  and
Sons. distributes  Pan, Fontsna.  Corgi. and Picador in Can-
uda. about 50 titles a month. Under their own imprint they
alw publish one or two Canadian paperbacks every month.
‘ihcir latest is Betty Kennedy’s Gerhord.

Harlequin. the house of romance. owned by the Toronto
Srrrr.  brings out I2 titles a month with annual world-wide
sslcs  of around $35 million. Their printing is done in the
U.S. and nearly all their authors are British. Someone once
<aid Harlequin doesn’t really publish. it just responds to
mnrkct research. A sneer; but there are still many people in
the Canitdisn book trade who haven’t grasped that the
m.w-plperbxk  market is exactly what its name implies -
il system that regularly supplies a mass of people with a
mabs of books. Mass is the key word.

Seal Books is the new mass-market house owned by
McClelland Rr Stewart (51 per cent) and Bantam Books.
Although the final impetus behind the formation.of  this
company came after the ownership of Bantam’s parent com-
pmy changed hands. and the federal government decided
that. in terms defined by the Foreign Investment Review
Act. an automatic change in ownership of the Canadian
wbsidiery  was not in the best interests of Canada, nego-
tiations between M & S and Bantam had been in progress
<or some time. As Jack McClelland ekplained in an inter-
vim,.  research had clearly shown that his company could
only cuter the mass market successfully if it did so with
aa esmblished distributor. He picked .the most firmly
established  distributor there is. Bantam (350 titles a year)
has been described as being so far ahead as number one  that
there is no real number two. Under the Seal arrangement,
M&S will do all the editorial work. prepare the books for

publication. and Bantam will funnel them to its 12,000
outlets in Canada. For its first year of operations Seal will
publish one book a month. startmg  in April with The Cma-
diem Esrubblishmenr  (an initial print run of 100,000 copies),
followed by editions of recent M&S best sellers and. in
November, its first paperback original, Fire@// by Ian Sla-
ter of Vancouver. With characteristic enthusiasm, McClel-
land told me he expects Seal to be outselling Bantam within
five years.

Until a year ago Pocket Books was a subsidiary of Simon
and Schuster in New York. Along with its regular monthly
run of mass-market originals and reprints. the company also
published several Canadian paperback originals. Then S&S
in the U.S. was sold. The Foreign Investment Review
Agency ruled that the Canadian subsidiaryzould  not auto-
matically change ownership. and Pocket Books was  bought
by General Publishing of Toronto. General was already the
owner of PaperJacks  and Canadian distributor of a line of
English paperbacks: Comnet.  Dragon, Futura,  Knight,
Mayflower. Paladin, Panther. Quartet. and Teach Yourself.
Under the new system. General is the publisher of. and not
agent for. the 30 American Pocket Books titles a month it
puts into the mass market; and all Canadian paperbacks
now will a
S&S for tR

pear as PaperJacks.  Paul Fulford,  the editor at
e two years preceding the “wriership  change. is

convinced that he was overseeing the only genuine access
Canadian authors had to the real mass market. He’s afraid
thnt.only  a few of the writers he handled at S&S will reach
the public via PaperJacks.  and that the latter firm will do
little more than reprint General’s backlist.

Jack Stoddan is the head of General Publishing and one
of the Jacks in PaperJacks  (the other is his son Jack- there

The mass-paperback market is exactly what
its name implies - a system that regularly
supplies a mass of people with a mass of
books. Mass is the key word.

are a lot of Jacks in prominent positions in this industry). He
says his, firm is bringing out 60 titles a year. half reprints
and half originals. He hopes to publish more originals:
but is encountering resistance from authors who want to be

,

published in hardcover first.  Stoddan told me that. until his
acquisition of Pocket Books. he’d found it difficult to tit
into the mass-market system operated by Canada’s 38 geo-
graphical wholesalers. But he has recently reached some
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lLongman  presents

LOVING AND LEARNING:
Interacting with Vow Chlfd Imm q irlh tc Thr@@
by Norma J. McDkvmid,  Marl A. Pelerscn
0 James R. Sutherland
An allectttnale  and common@enslc@l  guide for
enriching the child-parent relatIonship.  It r@v@@l@
how children and
learn together.

famllles  csn play,  love, and
paper ga.55
010ul oa95

FOIL AROUND AND STAY  FIT:
Exercise  Secrets or@ Fencer
by Camille Lownds  wlfh Tcny August
A champion fencer shows how the special mov@-
ments  of this royal sport  can give anyone  at any
@g@  and 01 either s@x  @ balanced. smooth. and
supple body. Hundreds of photographs.

paper $6.95
cjoth $15.25

LANDSCAPE IT YOURSELF:
A Handbook for Home Gardeners
by Harcld  Givens
Themost  comptih@nslv@r@l@r@nce  guide on creat-
i n g  r prcf@s~lonally  deslgned.  eocnomlcal,  per-
sonallzed  landscape. The carefully described
t@chniqu@s  @r@ valid for everything from @ mobile
home plot to a civic park peper  s10.50

cloth $21.25

THE GENTLE TASADAY:
A Stone Age People In the PhIlIppIne  Rain Forest
by John Nance
The fascinating  chronicle of one of the most BX-
citing anthropological events  of all tlm@-the  @ye-
wiln@@s account ot the T@@ad@y’s  meetiig with the
outside world. starting rvlth Dafal’s  discovery of
them in the 1960’8  and endlng  with Nance’s  lsst
vlslt  in 1974. p@p@r  $8.25

cloth $17.75

I WtSH I’D SAlD THATI:
A Cclleotion  of Witty Replies
bv Kennelh  Edwards
A collection of over  200 anecdotes ccntslning
the witty  rsplles  of famous people-polltlcians,
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humcur  of the man In the street. paper $2.50

cloth 54.85

ALWNAC OF DATEB
by Linda  M;llgat@ ,
A dandy dIrectcry  of doings. Over 15.000 “h@pp@n-
Ings” are atl here in tbls  tirot complete record of
notable facts. Each day of the year Is listed with
more  than 30 entries for each of the 966 da

paper 645r
DRD
19WR
BggJ

LQNGMAN CANADA LIIWTED
55 Barber  Greene  Rwd. Don Mills, Ontario M3C 2AI
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accommodation with the system and says it now is up to the _
wholesalers to show they are as willing as they clntm they
are to handle Canadian paperbacks. So far. the best results
have been seen in Vancouver and Halifax. Stoddan is
confident of the growth of his Canadian paperback line and
he is ‘proud of his deal with S&S. He is critical of the
M&S-Bantam deal; he says M&S has given away 49 per
cent of the paperback rights of the finest hardcover list in
Canada, and
Bantam’s pmf!

oinu out that Seal will not share any of
Is. For his part. McClelland is certain he has

the best deal, both for himself and the country as a whole.
While Seal is totally independent. he says. Stoddti’s  sot-
cess is tied to the performance of the American Pocket
Books company and, if it fails. General will still have a
large debt to pay. However, neither man seems too upset by
the other’s criticism and their rivalry’is  a friendly one.

Totem, Seal, and PaperJacks  then are the main Canadian
firms capable of supplying the mass market with Canadian
paperbacks. Yet among them now they are turning out only
nine books a month. hardly two per cent of the market.
That’s a disgraceful figure; and to try to understand what it
means and why it’s so low (when about 30 per cent of the

The racks are the only places where the
majority of people ever see new books: and
the absence of Canadian books on the racks
means that the majority of people never en-
.tXNJnter  any literary reflection of their corn--
munity and culture.

books sold in our book stores are Canadian) it is necessary
to look at the basic structure of the mass-paperback market.
search  for reasons why 91 per cent of the books on the racks
are American, examine questions raised by various national-
ist points of view. hear what the wholesalers have to say.
and consider the Canadian paperback market as a whole.

Most of the Canadian mass market is supplied by 10
American-owned national distributoa  who in turn supply
38 geographical wholesalers with magazines and paper-
backs. In their turn. the wholesalers supply the racks in
smoke shops. milk stores. news-stands. some department
stores, and so forth. It should be noted here that magazines
account for about 80 per cent of the distributors’ and whole-
salers’ business. and that paperbacks have always been han-
dled as if they were magazines-which in the main means
that only the covers of unsold books are returned to the
publisher. In Canada there is an 11th large distributor,
HAR-NAL. owned jointly by Harlequin and New American
Library, and four smaller ones: William Collins, Penguin,
PaperJacks.  and Maclean-Hunter  Distributing. Maclean-
Hunter owns Metm Toronto News. perhaps the largest geo-
graphical wholesaler in the country.

Nationalists claim that distributors have always deliber-
ately kept Canadian paperbacks off the racks, mainly by
pressuring the 38 wholesalers and threatening their lucrative
supply of books and magazines. Furthermore, it is argued
that the unlimited returns policy, the tear-off system, to
which a publisher must submit before a wholesaler will
handle a book, makes the publication of paperbacks  exclu-
sively for the Canadian market economically impossible.
Anyone connected with the publication and distribution of ’
American paperbacks denies there has ever been a conspir-
acy to kill competition from Canadian publishers. But only
a mooncalf  would  believe the American publishers and dir-
tributots  are not anxious to pmtect  the near-monopoly they
have had up till now.

Things are changing. however.. Indications are that the
tear-off system is starting to fade away. Until recently, the
industry considered SO-per-cent returns an acceptable aver-
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age; but Bantam now is gradually pushing its returns down
toward the Z-per-cent level. (Someone must have finally
figured out that books and magazines are not necessarily the
same thing.) Moreover. in Canada, pressure from national-
ists. government action. the threat of more government
intervention into the publishing industry. and the increased
interest Canadians are taking in their own country anz all
factors that suggest a fair proportion  of Canadian paper-
backs may someday be found on the racks.

Someday. Paul Audley. executive director of the Asso-
ciation of Canadian Publishers, calls the wholesalers’
declarations of desire to see Canadian paperbacks on their
racks “crap.” He told me the mass-paperback market is
still the most effectively closed business he has evec seen.
This has obvious economic results for Canada. But he said
there are even more serious culer;ll  consequences. The
racks are the on/y  plncrs  where the majority of people ever
see new books: and the absence of Canadian books on the
racks means that a majority of people never encounter any
literary  reflection of their community or culture. Audley
also says that the current condition of the paperback market
in Canada frequently precludes the hardcover publication of
many Canadian books. The final factor in a publisher’s
“buy” decision is often the likelihood of a future paperback
sale: yet if the publisher knows that the paperback market is
closed to anything Canadian except a suti best seller, he’s
going to turn down many books. even though they could be
rsprcted  to do moderately well in hardcover.

Jack Shapiro, owner of Regina News and chairman of the
Canadian publications committee of the Periodical Distribu-
tors of Canada. says he has never  seen one American pub-
lisher or national distributor say or do anything to restrict
Canadian exposure on the racks. I asked him why. 10 years
ago. the Canadian Best-Seller Library, M&S’s last foray
into the mass market. failed. He replied that trade and
mass-market books are very different from each other. Then
be added that  he has often encouraged McClelland to put
some of his New Canadian Library line into the mass
market.

McClelland’s response to that statement was a chuckle.
Then he elaborated. He said he hadn’t followed Shapiro’s
suggestion because he wasn’t  anxious IO get burned again.
He said the Canadian Best-Seller Library had begun well
and some books we.&  even reprinted; but then he started
getting returns. mainly of books that had never go1 onto the
racks a1 all. This, he said, was confirmed by people in the

George Jonas. and Barbara Amiel
“THIS IS THE MQST ARRESTING
AND INVOLVING TRUE CRIME
BOOK SINCE IN COLD BLOOD”

Alan Walker, Mannging  Editor,
The Canadien

.

On July l&1973,  Christine Demeter, beaut-
iful wife of a Toronto developer, was found
dead in the garage of her lwurious  home.
One month later headlines blazed the fact
that her Hungarian-born husband was
charged with procuring her murder.

Ranging from the police station to
Toronto’s criminal underworld to the sen-
sational trial, this book is an enthralling and
disturbing look at how our legal system op-
erates. Read BY PERSONS ‘UNKNOWN.
You will never forget it.
$12.95

Available at fine bookstores everywhere

The tiacmillan  Company of Canada Limited
70 Bond Street. Toronto M5B 1 X3
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field. He suspects word went round that sales of CBL books
would have to be cut down or ma’azine  supplies would

!zsuddenly be impaired. However, MC lelland concedes that
the failure of CBL was only portly owing to interference
from the distributors; he says he and his people were not as
professional then as they are now.

The Canadian Best-Sellers Library was, I believe, largely
an attempt to inject trade. or quality. paPerbacks  into the
mass market. where they didn’t really  belong. And this has
caused me to wonder if the major Canadian publishers have,
until recently. ever really seriously tried or wonred to get

. into the mass market. This is an im
must be approached by a study of tR

ortant question that
e other half of the

Canadian paperback industry - the marketing of trade, or
quality, paperbacks.

The mass-market racks nnd their impulse-buying custom-
ers account for slightly less than one half the paperback
sales in this country. A major part of the rest are sold,
generally in more expensive quality formats, to libraries and
schools and to habitual readers who frequent book stores. A
study prepared last year for the Secretary of State reports
that. in the 1972-73  period, Canada’s English-language
publishing industry issued I.950 mass paperback titles, 165
of which were written by Canadians; 6nf the industry also
published 2,586  othkr  sorts of paperbacks, and 2.159 of
these were written by Canadians. This indicates that the
Canadian-owned sector of our paperback industry is, title
for title, almost as lucrative as the part controlled by the
Americans and British.

M&S’s New Canadiau  Library is the hugest quality
paperback house in the country and its sales figures (only
available for the years following 1972. when a computer
was installed to keep track of things) are astonishing. The
Stottone  Angel has sold 200.000 copies. The Tin Flure  has
sold more than 160.000 copies. The boxed two-volume edi-
tion of The ~Vorionol  Dream  has sold more than 100.000, as
have many other books, including The Edible Wocnan.
Owls in the FandIy,  The Apprenticeship of Dlmddy  Krarirz.
Roughing ir in the Bush.  and A Jest ofGod. As For Me and
My House, The Fire Dweks.  and many others have sales
up around the 50.000 mark. And it’s clear that few, if any,

It shouldn’t be forgotten that Canadian pub’
lishers are businessmen too; and many, with
their agencies, have a vested interest in the
continued flow of American books into this
country.

of these books could have sold as well on the racks, where a
title is given fmm one to four weeks  m establish ttself  as II
seller. It also should be obvious that steady access to a
school system or a good book store is worth far more than
all the little milkstore racks for miles around.

The paperback editions of two recent Macmillan of Can-
ada titles offer further insight into the teal economics of the
Canadian paperback scene. Gerhard,  B natural best seller,
was very popular in hardcover. The reprint rights went to
Totem, who brought out a first edition of 60,000 copies  that
will be distributed everywhere. including Loblaw’s  and
Dominion stores as a book-of-the-month. On the other
hand, there is C. P. Stacey’s A Very Double Life, one of
this past year’s most widely publicized books. If properly
distributed, it would probably do quite well as a mass
paperback, but there is no guarantee'  that it could become a
runaway best seller. So Macmillan has reprinted it as one of
its own Laurentian Library series. with a fiat  edition of
10.000 copies that are selling for $3.95 each. In other
words, when a book has only limited mass-market expecta-
tions it is much mom profitable for the company to sell it as
a quality paperback at an inflated price to schools, libraries.





Listen you guys, once we had a big-time
paperback doll we could call our own

by Paul Stuewe

All right Jobtttty, grab some air! Lotde’s  going to bring the
car arotrttd  bock wd then we’re going  to take you and the
bitttbo for a little trip down  rnemoty  lane. You!+?  got us
toad. yoo and  all yotw talk  about distributors and moss
starkets  and gowmment subsidies. and we think it’s time
yet,  found out about  the gu 9s ot Export  Publishing. iVewr
Acord  of them? No, they d.rdn’t make w/tot you roll  your
impressive  litwq splash, but they nwe tbefirst  cootpony
to prow that  Cattodians  could play in the paperback major
Icogttes  with the rest of tire big boys. Interested? O.K., but
$rsi_~oe  got to srttle  bock for a little histony  before we get IO

the r&l? seottty  stuff. Like, this kere is one of your class
prtblicattotts.  know  w11at  I mwn?

IF THE PRECEDING  article in this issue has left you with the
impression that the paperback book has just recently  been
discovered by Canadian publishers, rest assured that in this,
as in most other fields. we do have a tenuous tradition of

false starts and shattered hopes. In the second half of the
19th century the country was flooded with cheap American
and British paperbacks of the “dime novel” variety, and
despite this unregulated competition. a few Canadian
examples of such material were produced. After 1891,
when Canadian books began to be protected by effective
copyright arrangements, the situatron improved signifi-
cantly, and during the fust decade of the 20th century the
Tomnto firm of McLeod  & AlleRestablished  a successful
line of 25-cent  paperback novels. For the most pan. how-
ever. Canadian publishers were handicapped by a small
domestic readership that made economies of scale difficult
to achieve, and this in conjunction with the much greater
number of titles available to foreign firms meant that mojt
Canadian companies simply avoided the paperback market.

The Depression supplied a sharp but effective spur to the
production of paperbacks, and the modem era of soft-cover
publishing began with the establishment of Penguin Books
in Britain in 1935 and Pocket Books in the U.S. in 1939. In
Canada, the British-owned firm  of William Collins Sons &
Co. inaugurated its White Circle Pocket Edition line in the
early 1940s.  and by 1949 was competing for the mass audi-
ence with such titles as Dangerous Honeymoon and
Murder Among Friends. In that same year the tmde journal
of the domestic publishing industry, Qtri!!  & Qttire,  nn a
story  on White Circle books that provides both an interest-
ing sidelight on the period and indications of a stirring na-
tional consciousness: in describing the use of photogenic--
young ladies for cover illustrations, the Q & Q writer com-
mented: “The girls are carefully chosen from Canada’s col-
lection of beautiful models, so that with the wide’and ever-
growing circulation of. these books, Canada’s particular
type of beauty will be known all over the world.” Say
“maple leaf,” sweetheart.

.Thus them were lots of paperbacks being sold here in the
late 1940s. but only a few were being written by Canadians
and none was being published’by Canadian-owned firms.
The opportunities were obvious to a group of Toronto busi-
nessmen who had already established a successful chain of
suburban newspapers. and so in 1949 Export Publishing
Enterprises Ltd. was born.

Export Publishing was a phenomenal success right fmm
the start. Although there was a strict paper quota still (II
effect in 1949, its founders had access IO the substantial
supplies alloted to their newspaper operations and thus were
one jump ahead of any potential competitors. A lrip to
book-starved Britain produced orders for all the paperbacks
they could print, and with the resulting letters of credit the
firm was able to arrange financing for a plant in New
Toronto and to begin producing books.

At this point, with all systems  purring nicely, Expo$
found itself in desperate need of publishable titles. It would

---.- .-- _.-. .-..-_. -.-...- _ ._--.._
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cover editions. These are
boo!is  printed on fine
paper. as permanent and
durably bound as most
hardcover editions.

You1  get atleast  one

7.CQA814.5

lndicatebvnumberrhe  n  r

lated  six bonus poina
you will be able to pick
anotber book ot set free.
AndwithQPEscarefully
selectedlist. numbering
in the hundreds (many
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only thtough  QPB),  no
serious reader v&have
a problem tinding  boo!4
he or she has wanted
to own.
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have been easiest to purchase the paperback rights to best-
selling Canadian hardbacks, but two factors made thii
impractical: there just weren’t very many Canadian-
authored best sellers around in 194% and those that did exist
were in almost every casr unsuitable  for the mystery1
adventure/romance  requirements of a high-volume paper-
back publisher. So Export did the next best thing. While ~
holding the fort with such flashy American imports as Call
House Madam and Red Lights in the Village (Greenwich,
and not about its traffic problems). it began a frantic search
for home-grown talent with the ability to knock off B novel
and an appropriate number of characters at breakneck speed
for B flat fee of $400.

Those who answered the call were quite a mixed bag:
Raymond Souster  penned The Winter of Time under the
pseudonym of “Raymond Holmes,” and Hugh  Gamer con-
tributed IVusie  No Tears PS “Jarvis Warwick,” a name that
reflected an earlier period of residence at the Wanvick Hotel
on Tomnto’s  Jarvis  Street. Perhaps the most amusing alias
was affixed to a book by playwiight and novelist Ted Allon,
who as “Alice K. Doherty” loosed Low Is a Long Shot
upon sn unsuspecting world.

These familiar names were joined by another gmup of
writers who were more closely associated with the operation
of Export Publishing and, having no literary reputations
m protect, tended to use their real names. Al Palmer, a
Montreal newspaperman. took hvo walks on the seamy
side with Sugar-Puss on Dorchester Sweet  and Motureal
Confidenrial,  and Danny Halperin,  a specialist in pulp
fiction of the “true confessions” variety, tried his hand at a
sports novel with Seconds to Co. The most prolific member
of the group was managing editor Tedd Steele, who used his
own name for ArtisIs. Ilfodels  and Mwder and Trail of

Ve~~geance,  and assumed the identities of “David Forrest”
for Torch of Violence and “Jack Benedict” for The
Pagans.

Export spent a lot of time on its titles -in some cases,
more than seems to have been expended in writing the
books - and Tedd Steele remembers many an editorial
conference devoted to finding n catchy moniker for an
acceptable but dully titled manuscript. His own Artists,
Models  and Murder. for example, began life as “The Por-
trait Murder Case.” and there is no denying that the revised
version presents three potentially engaging concepts where
there was only one before. Who knows, perhaps The Tin
Flute would have sold even better ns Blow. Man. Blow or
My Ins~rwnenr  Ain’t Made of Wwd;  and what could have
been done with As For Me and My House. The Nymph and
fhe Lump  and Rorrghing  /tin rhe Bush  certainly staggers the
imagination.

But Export Publishing never had the chance m go on to
bigger and better things. In December, 1950,  the New
Toronto plant was destroyed by tire, and for a business
where speed and wlume determined performance this was a
catastrophe that simply could not be surmounted. Although
Export had only a very brief  time in the sun. it did demon-
strate that a Canadian publishing company using state-of-
thsart techniques could more than hold its own with foreign
competition. Tcdd Steele  mxlls the high point of hi career
at Export: “One day I got onto the Blom streetcar and
noticed that the inomrman  was reading one of the books 1

had written, Trail of Vet~geance. .He was so absorbed in it
that he tried to keep reading it between stops, and I thought
m myself that this was the highest compliment anyone
would ever pay me. It really made my day.” 0

That yellowed paperback you’re tossing
out may be touched with green

by Art Cuthbert

IF IT HASN’T happened. it will: some occasional reader of
science fiction will drop  in at B second-hand book shop and
spot a remembered paperback. He’ll pick it up and head for
the counter, feeling nostalgic and fishing for a quarter. And
the book seller will say. “That’s $10 please.”

If the buyer’s curiosity overcomes his indignaiion, he
may become a collector of first-edition paperbacks. Nostal-
gia is often the prime motivation of such converts, and
fantasy and science fiction are the areas of the trade where
most collecting is done, just because more of those titles
appeared first in soft covers. “And a first edition is B first
edition, however  it’s bound,” says Norman Hart, a Tomnto
dealer.
10 Book in Canada. May. 1977

,
i When mass-market paperbacks infiltrated the exotica of

collectable first editions. thev bmwht B motley of curious
values. Consider the p&.&l  paperback t&e of Steve
Temple, built up during his several years in the Toronto
s&ond-hand book trade.’ There’s a first edition of A. 1.
Liebling’s classic The Press; in spite of ik popularity, it
never did have a hardcovu  printing as far as Temple knows.

An early Tarzan novel. Ar fhe Earth’s  Core. is valued fpr
its cover illustration by Frank Frazetta,  an anist widely sd-
mired by fantasy fans. And Temple likes the Art Deco cover
on an old Dell “crime map” mystery (remember the page
that showed where all the clues were discovered?) and the
lurid artwork designed to sell an early Harlequin novel,
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Blood off/m North  by James Hendricks. Harlequin didn’t
ol!vays  restrict its publishing to romances, and Temple says
he knows of two early titles by Brian Moore. though his
years of watching have failed to spot either.

It’s not necessary that a collectable paperback be the first
edition of its teaI.  Temple values his copy of Robert
McAlmon’s  There IYus 0 Rusrle  of Black Silk Stockings
because he believes the original hardback version was a very
small edition printed privately in Parii in the 1920s. In this
case the paperback was the lint to have general distribution.

Most of the books mentioned above would bring only a
few dollars. The bigger money, as this trade goes, is in first

The fragility of paperbacks will cause the
prices of rarities to rise even faster than
those of comparable cloth-bound editions. -

editions of the work of Jack Kerouac:  a cult figure to his
generation. Maggie  Cassidy.  first pubhshed in 1959, is now
v~orth $15 in good condition. and the price is rising. But
like arty market. this one can move either way. “In the cold
light of critical history. Kerouac may be tom to shreds, like
Kipling was.” admits Temple. “But his first editions will
remsin \raluable  as long as there are people who can be
sentimental about him. He means something to my genera-
tion.”

He means a lot to Nicky  Drumbolis. If Temple is a com-
mercial collector. Drumbolis is a passionate one. and his
passion began with Kerouac. “There are a lot of parallels
in his life and his writings that brought writing off the page
and into the mind, into the soul. for me. Kemuac was the
door. If I can find one of his books in a cheap edition, it’s
the content I’m after. But Trisressa  isn’t available in any
edition but the first. and it’s a paperback.” (Collins Pub-
lishers has been bringing out new hardback editions of
Kerouac. and the list now includes Maggie Cassidy.  but not
Trisressa.  )

Drumbolis confesses to a gluttonous appetite for books:
“But now I’ve reached a point in collecting where if I
don’t have the book it’s almost as enjoyable as having it, a
son of excruciatinelv  lovely dilemma.” His collection of 20
Kerouac paperbacki has &me to him almost ,by osmosis.
Friends know of his interest, and the books appear. Drum-
bolis says hedors  sometimes pay premium prices-but the
determining factor is usually his relationship with the seller.
“If I’m intimidated. I’ll usually pay the money and run.”

Steve Temple has assembled his collection of first-edition
paperbacks without any large investment. He found most of
them in the boxes of old softcover books that came into his
former store and ended up on the low-priced rack out front.
Temple culled them carefully and kept what he knew to be
valuable and what he thought might become so. “The mar-
ket is not really established now it all,” he adds. “Most
mre-book  dealers ignore paperbacks entirely.”

This turns out to be generally true among the antiquarian
shops in the high-rent district, although they’re aware of the
marlie  and have long dealt in a parallel commodity: un-
bound and paperbound ephemera  of many kinds - uncor-
rected pmof copies. playbills, bmadsheets, and other mater-
ial valued for its social and historical imporlance.  if not for
its literary interest.

The same values can apply to mass-market paperbacks.
Penguin. the fast  paperback publisher, has long commis-
sioned “Penguin Specials.” works by well-known writers
on matters of immediate interest. H. G. Wells’s Tkc Com-
ma .Smw of War and Pww,  published in 1940, wouldn’t
attract a large audience for any new printing and so the
original paperback is apparently the first and only edition.

$1,000 plus a gold medal will be awarded in
each of four categories for work done in 1977.
Prizes will be awarded in the Spring of 1973.

1 Lilerary award for poetry or short story
in English published in a Canadian
periodical.

2 Scholarly award will be for an article in I
English for the general reader published
in a Canadian learned journal.

3&4  Twoarticles.  one in French.lhe  other
in English, of outstanding excellence
published in a Canadian general interest
magazine.

IWfKE3 Fw further  details contacl:
Dean J. G. Rowe
The Faculty of Arts
The University of
Western Ontario
London, Ontario
N3A3K7

crystal Ballroom,
King Edward Hotel,Toronto

I

Thursdlay 12 May: 5-11 pm
Friday 13 May: -12-10  pm

Saturday 14 May: 11 am-6 pm

Admission: $3. (good for entiTe Fair),
$2. (good for last two days)
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It’s valuable now to scholars of Wells, of course, but also as
a document of its time. However, it was printed on cheap
wartime stock that has already turned yellow and would
crack ifthe  pages were bent. Temple believes the fragility of
p;lperbacks  will cause the prices of rarities to rise  even faster
than those of comparable cloth-bound collectables. He
thinks the uptown dealers are ignoring paperbacks at their
peril.

Fist  editions can still turn up in the remainder tacks of
the big retail chains and in the bins of used books kept by
second-hand dealers. This makes it a game anyone can play
at negligible cost. Temple’s own copy of Tristessa,  which
he values at more than $15. shows it was once on
somebody’s three-for-a-quarter rack. Such racks are filled

The lyf so short, the
craft so long to lerne . . .

by Richard Landon

IN A SMALL. crowded workshop in the Ontario countryside
near Woodview a highly skilled craitsman  practises  an art
that is as old as the book itself. Michael Wilcox is a fine
bookbinder and from his hahds emerge some of the most
exquisitely designed and executed bindings ever produced
in Canada. He also refurbishes older books that have de-
teriorated through age and use and thus has developed his
skills to include the restoration of paper, leather, and cloth.

Wilcox has operated his one-man bindery as a master
craftsman for the past eight years; but tine bmding  is not a
craft quickly or easily acquired. In 1955, at the age of 15,
he began a six-year apprenticeship in Bristol. England,
transferring to the large English firtn of George Bayntun in
1960. During the first five years of his apprenticeship, in
addition to his work. he attended classes at the Bristol Col-
lege of Technology and studied subjects related to book-
binding. After completion of his apprenticeship, he worked
for a short period as a journeyman and attended further
classes in dnwing end design. In 1962 Wilcox emigrated to
Canada but found that he could only utilize his skills
through a series of temporary bookbinding jobs. He then
obtained employment with the Royal Ontario Museum and
spent six years doing no professional binding at all. By this
time. however. the demand for line bindings and delicate
repair work from private book collectors, antiquarian book-
sellers. and university libraries had become large enough to
support a commercial operation. Wilcox now is employed
12 Books in Canada. May, 1977

with other people’s discards, and it might pay to check
before you dump your next load of tired books. Not every
dealer will warn you when you’re about to pan with an
unsuspected gem.

Paperback collecting offers an extra challenge to those
who like to discover new authors whom others miss.
Mascmnrket  softcover books don’t usually have an cx-
tended opportunity to catch on. If they fail to sell in their
first two weeks on the racks, most are turned into pulp. And
so there aren’t many copies around of Canary  in n Cat
House, Kurt Vonnegut Jr.‘s  first and scarcest book, says
Temple. His copy is the only one he’s ever seen. It’s a
paperback, bearing its original price: 35 cents. Temple
doesn’t place a value on his copy. It’s not for sale. 0

part-time by the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library  at the
University of Tomnto  to restore a large collection of books
in the history of medicine, with funding provided by the
Jason A. Hannah Institute for the History of Medicine and
Related Sciences. ,Private  collectors and dealers ate
clamourine for his services and he has far more work than
he can coifortably handle.

Fine bookbindinlr is:a  slow and deliberate art, steeped in
tradition, and et& of the several steps required must be
completely and pmperly  finished in turn. Basically there
are two main processes involved: “forwarding” and
“finishing.” What the customer sees when his book has
been rebound is the result of finishing: new leather, decor-
ated with a design and beautifully tooled. Underneath,
however, and hidden from view.  is all the meticulous reparr
work. The book may have requtred  painstaking repair of its
paper, each leaf restored with thin tissue that can be stained
to match the paper of the book. Each leaf may have required
washing to remove old dirt and stains and, as part of that
process, the paper will have been de-acidified to neutralize
acidic deposits that cause paper eventually to crumble. All
the gatherings of leaves must then be resewn by hand over
thick cords that will eventually form the r&sed  bands on the

I _- .._-.__. _.. _
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II’S fiction hv 20 men and women “ho
gi\Fe you pie&s of themselves as Tomn-
mnian~. “ho not only confess. but also
create and radiate the experience bf
living inToronto.  Editors Morris Wolfe
and Douglas Daymond. however, did
not choose the stories simply because
they r;lid  something about Ihe city.
Atfcr  all. bad writing can do that.
“Each story  had to work first of all as
literature.” they say in their introduc-
tion. “It had tooffersome  fresh insight
or perception: most of all, it had to
provide enjoyable reading.” Torvnfo
.ShrrrtSt~ric.s  offers nu lectures; it is all
seduction.

Some of the authors were born in
Tomnto. went away. returned, settled
in for good IMorley Callaghan, David
Lewis Stein). Some were born in
Toronto but settled elsewhere (David
Helwig. Queen’s University: Hugh
Hood. University of Montreal; Don
Bailey “ho. for a while. “as a prisoner
in Kingston Penitentiary). Some ar-
rived in Tomnto by way of other
birthplaces: the Soviet Union (Irena
Friedman). Barbados (Austin Clarke),
EnglAnd (Hugh Gamer). Virginia (Jim
Christy). New Brunswick (Raymond
Fratir). \Vingham (Alice Munm).

Some of them (Callaghan,  Gamer,
Mqaret  Atwood and, as an editor and
w&r. Robert Fulford) are institutions
in modern Canadian literature. The
namer of others are household words
onlv in their own houses. Some of Ihe
stoiies  are small classics. Thousands of
Hugh Hood connoisseurs, for instance.
already know his “Recollections of the
Works  Department” as a gentle
masterpiece of nostalgia. But eight of
rheze stories have never before ap
peared  in a book. “Home Grown  in the
East End” -a delicious tale about the
hideous fate of a fat  voyeur - is
hIarilyn Powell’s first piece of pub-
lished ticrion.

But I’ll not classify the stories by
type. or rank them. or recite favoufites.
I’d rather describe their strange cumu-
lative power. As the Tomnlo  details
pile up. a$ the Toronto people do good
Toronto things hut mostly bad Toronto
things to one another in assorted
Tomnto locations. the city itself be-
Lontes a character and it finally domi-
nates every page. Some of the stories,
\uch as Margaret Gibson’s “The
Butterfly Ward.” do not heavily de-
pend for their effectiveness on their
having happened in Toronto. But in
company with stories chat are dense
with Toronto aroma. such as Irena
Friedman’s “The Neilson Chocolate
Factory.” et-en these become the city’s
creations. The butterfly ward becomes
9” inescapably Tomnronian  butbztly
ward.

This happens even with images and
phrases. Snow melts and sidewalks
3tcatu in northern cities around the
14 Books in Canada. May, 1977

world and yet, when “the snow “as
melting and the sidewalk steaming near
the main entrance” to a department
rlo& if Callaghan’q  “4 Wedding

Ihe t h a w  IS peculttuly  a
Tomnio  thaw: and this is not just
because Callaghan’s  Lena Schwartz
lived in a Wellesley  Street boarding
house.

I( is also because Don Bailey says.
“The summer “as dying so beautifully
we decided to take the ferry  to Ihe
island and sort of see ir off,” and you
know the island, don’t you? It was also
because Raymond Fraser’s down-
and-out New Brunswickers’  mom “as
on Jatvis  Street. “on rhe rap floor  of an
old brick house with weeds in the fpmt
yard, the bricks soot-blackened and the
windows filmed over with dust. ” It was
also because Man Cohen knows “those
late summer heatwaves that sometinies
hold Toronto to ransom”; and David
Lewis Stein knows about Fmm Street  at
UnionStation. “rbe glamorous heart of
the city, the taxis wheeling and swerv-
ing, Iheir passengers dashing out of Ihe
windy streets to catch hains for distant
places or disappearing into the warmth
and music of the Royal York Hotel.”

Alice Munm’s “Dance of the Happy
Shades” needs no help in its evocation
of Tomnto atmosphere, but gets it
anyway. The knowledge that Hugh
Hood’s “coal-ass” gang might well
have patched her “cindety  summer
street” on a long-gone “hot gritty
summer day” distills her Toronto
flavour. The book works that way. If
you have ever let Toronto push a long
way inside you, you’ll not be able to
read Tororm Slum Stories without
feeling the old town barging back into
your gut.

For nine years. I haven? been in
Toronto  for more than a few days at a
time. I’ve not wanted to stay longer.
and I do not want to live there. And yet,
Toronto  Short Sfories  has given me my
first  surge of home-sickness since I left
for good. It reminds me of one of the
rare fine sentences in rhe abominable
My Toronro. I( “as by June Callwood
and it said: “I came to the dazzling and
healing realization that I love this big.
dirty. noisy and ornery city very much,
and for more reasoas  than I will ever
know.” 0

The M&hat  Review, No. 41: A
Margaret Atwood Symposium,
edited by Linda Sandier, general editor
Robin Skelton, University of Victoria,
Victoria, B.C., single copies $2 (At-
wood issue no” sold out)<  annual sub-
scription $8.

Canadian FJction Magazine, No.
23:  A Spedal  Issue on Jane Rule.
edited by Geoff Hancock, Box 46422.
Station G, Vancouver, anpual sub-
scription $9.

By MARIAN  ENGEL

WRlTlNO  IS the cheapest  of the arts,
which is why so many “omen are able
to practise  it and have been for so long.
Film and darkrooms, points and
studios. advanced music lessons and
practice rooms are ottI of reach of
people with pan-time jobs and babies;

, but paper and typewriters ate cheap,
easy 10 find, and operible  at odd hours.
Therefore we no” have a culture where
“omen are among the predominant
writers.

Actually I don’t feel it’svery  safe for
us lo predominate this way: some day
it’s going to occur to someone like
Pierre Trudeau or Bill Davis to clap us
back in the genie bottles “here we
belong. Perhaps a beginning has been
made in these fwo special issues,
Camulian  Fiction Magazine’s tribute
to Jane Rule. and Ma/altar  Review’s
denser but still rather  strange Fest-
xhrift for Margam Atwood.

Of the two, the Atwood magazine is
much the tnore ambitious. II runs IO 228
pages compared with CFM’s 144.
contains tribute-poems by Gwendolyn
MacEwan, Linda Sandier, Tom Mar-
shall, George Woodcock. and George
Jonas: poems I do not as easily connect
with Atwood by lanis Rapoport.  Al
Purdy. and Susan Musgtave;  an inter-
view with Atwood as well as examples
of her manuscripts; a poem and a shotl
story by her; critical anicles by Rick
Salutin (wherein Swvind  is taken as a
Marxist work), Robin Skelton, and
George Woodcock; and a good deal
else. There are photographs of Atwood
rampant. passant. guardant, ha+,
bicycled, Niagara Fallsed,  and simt-
larly displayed on ceremonial occa-
sions. The mosl human and Alwood-
like are by Graeme Gibson.
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ARTS OFTHEESKIMO:PRINTS.Aru~erb.clothbound,lO%”xlOH”
pre:entation  in text and pictures  of thB rich diverrlty  of the graphic
ST* from Cansdds’s  northland, printed on highest quality gape!.  bound
in heavy  cloth-covered boards and embelllrhed  with demratwe  head
and tall bands and coloured  endppars.  Contains 105full-page  repro-
ductions of Eskimo prints in their original colourr,  together with corn-
pIeta annotations and analysis. ARTS OF THE ESKIMO: PRINTS  IS a
mmprehendw smvey of Carnda’s  most  exiting original artlstlc ex-
prejsion  and one of the most beautiful books ever produced in this
*“ntrv.

Offered in the bookstores at 827.50, ARTS OF THE ESKIMO:
PRINTS is yours  FREE when you accwt a Vial membership in the
Rezder’s  Club of Canada and choose  your  first Selenionlrt from the
typical  Club offerings dgrvibed  bslow.

THE READERS CLUB OF CANADA is Canada’s own book
dub. The books on this Page are typical of the Club’s offer-
ings. And right oow you can have  Arts of the Eskimo: pnlnts,
a X27.50 value, free v/hen you choose your first Club Selec-
tion(s) and accept a no-stringsattached trial membership in
the Club.

Founded in 1959, the Readers’ Club is owned and operated
by Canadians to s-we the distinctive needs of thoughtful
Canadian readers. Now, with the help of the Secretary of
State and the Canada Council. the Readers’ Club is able to
enroll  additional members.

The CIub  offers you the carefully-chosen best of new and
important Canadian books. There is no mtibqship  fee and
no minimum purchase requirement; you buy as few or as
many books through the Club as you please.

And you save x’x..  ,,
money. Selections are
frequently offered at special
prices. And the Club’s Bonus
Plan can stretch your book-buying
dollar by as much as twenty-five per&\.,

You will also  receive a
Reader, the Club’s lively monthly journal about Canadian
books and writing.

Frequent savings. No minimum purchases. Convenient ao
cess to the best in Canadian writing. And, on top of all this, a
free copy of Arts of the Eskimo: Rints ao an introductory
b o n u s !

Lots to gain . . . and nothing to lose . . . choose your first
Selection(s) today!



A section of photographic collages
\eemingly erected to the memory of the
1974 image of what we thought of

taty on hiseditorialprojectsare  the usual
complaints about food and lodgings that
ate eharicteristic of Emsmus’ corms-

Atwood, by P. W. Jarrett,  strikes me as
resu;llly  menacing-nude approached
by blunt male fingernails; breajts  and
binoculars: nude, avocado and hard-
boiled egg: butterfly-woman at the end
of mine-shatl:  Venus with bomb. These
imaces of what men seem to want to
think  of women don’t have anythin
do with Atwood as I know her. Butt8,

to
en

pondence.  He seems to have been
accident-prone and somethieg of a
hypochondriac. GnajoumeytoBaslein
1514,  half-way between Roeselare and
Ghent, his horse shied suddenly and
severely twisted his back. His predica-
ment was such that he felt the need of
divine intervention and somadeavowm

I’m no good at thinking of women as
St. Paul that if he escaped from his

sex-objects.
The Correspondence of Erasmus, perilous situation he would complete a

commentary on Paul’s Epistle to the
In her interview with Linda Sandier,

Volume III: Letters 298 to 44S, 1514

Atwood talks about the object she has
to 1516. translated from the Latin by Remans, an appmprinte vow for an

editor. He managed to reach Ghent  and
become for other people. “Poems by

R.A.B. Mynors and D.F.S. Thomson,
annotated by James K. McConica, U of

men.” she says. “about the wicked
behariour of women am part of a

T Ress, illustrated, 392 pages, $25 four voltkes of commentary dtt the
cloth (ISBN  0 8020 2202 2). Epistle to the Remans. imni~ally,  has

wnmble tradition going back at least been totally lost.
as hr as the Elizabethans’ Cruel Mii- By RICHARD LANDON Erasmus, during this period, estab-
tress. . . . We don’t bat an eyelid when liihed himself in the only permanent
we read about bitch goddesses or when VOLUMUI  OF this magnificent edition home he was to know but continued m
we see portraits of women with big tits a

2
pear with commendable re ularity. travel widely. His most intluential

and no heads. But women aren’t sup- ventuallv  the “Collected \ arks of$
Erasmus” will include all hi corres-

contacts were made in Upper Germany
posed to say nasty things about men. where he found that he had unwittingly
It’s not nice and it’s not cowenrional. pondence and his principal works, become a hem of German letters. The

Hence the imny of the collages. banslated into readable English and men that he met, and corresponded
lane Rule’s body of work is not as annotated in ascholarlyfashion.  Itis one with, were evangelists of a patriotic

extensive as Atwood’s. but as a writer of the most ambitious publishing pro- haditionfromanareaalivewithregional
she has been the victim of distortions of jects currently being carried on in self-awareness and a resentment of the
image too. A recent controversy has Canadaandtichly  desetves  thegettemus cultuml  domination of Italy. One of the
raged over whether, as a lesbian, she support of the Canada Council it has so correspondents introduced in this vol-
has been deprived of critical attentton.  I far received. ume, Ulrich van Hutten,  was soon to
have a strong feeling that her neglect The amount of Erasmus correspon- become notorious for a series ofviolent
was caused rather by the tub-thumping denceavailabletotheeditorsofthisthird attacks on the papacy and an important
nationalism a lot of us encouraged for a volume has increased dramatically, re- influence on n man Erasmus had yet to
while in order to get things like Books flecting the permanent establishment of meet, Martin Luther. One is inclined to
in Ciurarkr  and the Writers’ Union his reputation as the leading scholar of think that one should stay tuned for the
going: it wasn’t her lesbianism but her his time. Herepresemedare  151 letters, next exciting episode.
Americanism that made her work ir- covering a period of only two years, and This volume is, sadly, the last that
relevant for a time. She has a right to there is a nice balance between letters will benefit from the scholarly abilities
be indignant.about  that, as Bharati fmmErasmusand  thosesent to him. For of Prof. Beatrice Corrigan. co-
Mukherjee has. although the compen- most of this period Erasmus was en- ordinating editor of the edition from its
sation for both has been. I think, access gaged in editorial work for the press of inception until her recent death. !J
to American markets a lot of us were Johann Fmbett at Basle.  Froben had
denied when Canadian writers were contracted with him to publish his

, -

thought of as dull beyond considera- edition of the letters of St. Jemme. his
tion. revised text of Seneca and a new

Rule, in this special issue of Cana- translation of the New Testament. The
cliurr  Ficdrw Muga:ine,  comes offvety speed with which these works issued
well. although Geoff Hancock’s inter- from the press is an eloquent tribute
view is too long and diffuse. The both to the academic industry of Eras-
opening chapter of The Young in One mus and to the efficiency of Renais-
.4norlbrr’s Arms is better than recent sance publishing.
savage reviews led me to expect. and it The Agatha Christie Mystery,’
is pleasant to journey through Rule’s

Interesting facts concerning publish-

novels in the company of her friend
ing and bookselling in the early 16th Derrick Murdoch, Pagurian  Press,

Helen Sonthoff. Her short story, “Out-,
century continually emerge from these 192  pages, $8.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88932

lander.” is not the best she has done; it
letters. Beatus Rhenatms. att important 034 9).

covers 20 years in 20 pages and would
editor who supervised the publication of
many of Erasmus’ works, refers in a By CHRISTOPHER BLACKBURN

probably work out better as a novel. On
the other hand. Atwood’s story. “The

letter to Erasmus to att edition of I.800

Resplendent Quetzal.”  is flawed as
copies of the Praise of Folly -a much REPORT~NO Agatha Christie’s death in

well -or perhaps I am just becoming
largeredition than is considered normal
for this period. Erasmus records his

January, 1976, Publishers Weekly

ao old formalist as far as the short story
stated that her books and short stories

attendance at the Frankfurt Book Fair in “have sold in excess of 400 million
goes. At the time of her death her

Both these issues are intere.sting
1515. already well-established as the

tributes. though they leave me with the
foremost book fair of Europe. He also

copies.”

queasy feeling that. for a writer. “By
complains that money he had planned to

last Hercule  Poimtstory, Currain.  was
number one on U.S. fiction best-seller

their works ye shall know them” is still
spend on books had been stolen from his

the best motto. 0
belongings en route.

lists, her play Tlte Mousetmp  was the

Interspersed with learned commen-
longest-running play in the history of
theatre.  and the film Murder on rhc

19 Books In Canada. May. 1977
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Oricnr  .&press.,  based on one of her
stories. was SUII  gathering box-of&
receints  as “the most successful British
film &er made.”

In The Aaarho  Christie Mwtw.
Derrick Mur&ch attempts to solve  the
puzzle of how this gentle, dignified
English lady. who disliked personal
publicity, became die most successful
author in the history  of literature (her
book sales “are surpassed only by those
of the Bible”).

This book is divided into two parts of
roughly 80 pages each, one on “wri-
ter.” and one on “writings.” A
chronological list of every Agatha
Christie book. and of every play or film
based on her works. is also included.
Aeatha  Christie’s life divided rather
&ly~intotwo periods, the first  of them
includingtheyearsofheryouth,herlirst
marriageto  ArchibaldChristie,  herstart
as a writer with the oublication of The
A~~~t~~iouEA~irot~~l=s  in 1920, and
the growing response to her work. Thii
part of her life reached a climax in 1926
with the litetnrv  furor aroused bv the
publication of ?hThe  Murder of lbger
Ackrord.  bv the breakdown of hei
marrlige, aitd  by her sensational dis-
appearance. .

Her disappearance, in which murder
or suicide was suspected and which had
hundredsofpoliceoflicerssearchingfor
clues as to her fate, was described by
Ritchie Calder in a New Sm/esmon
article after the author’s death as
producing “a suspense thriller as
bizarreasanythingsheeverwmte.“She
wuseventuallydiscovetedabout  lOdays
later. apparently suffering from am-
nesia. registered in a hotel under the
nante of the woman her husband was
later to marry when Agatha divorced
him. Murdochattempts to conjectureas
to Mrs. Christie’s state of mind al the
time. and to elucidate the reasons for her
mysterious disappearance. by referring
to episodes in ClnfirdshedPorwair,  one
oftheromanticnovelswtittenbyAgatha
Christie under the oseudonvm  Marv
Westmacott.

An “interlude” of several years was
followed by Agatha Christie’s long and
happy second marriage to Sir Max
Mallowan.  thearchaeologist. whomshe
accompanied on a number of expedi-
tions. IMurdoch  points out that many of
the best Christies from the 1930s were

r++writer.“)
Derrick Murdoch has had to write this

book without the assistance of Dame
Agatha’s family, publishers, or literary.
agents. Accordingly., many of his cotn-
mentsinthe first xctanareconjectural.
and such phrases se “It seems  a tenable
assumption, ” “II is probable that,” or
“One suspects that” tncur often. In the
secondsection.  discussing the writings,
heisonsulPrgmund,a~h~~~~
also hampered by being denied permis-
sion to give extensive direct  quotations

from the works. Whut he has done
instead, and done well, is to fit Agatha

reason.” was Agatha Christie’s simple’
explanation of her career. She suc-

Christie’s writings into a historical  and ceeded superbly. q
comparative study of the development

_ _

of the detective story. , ru-(
Murdoch distinguishes the “classic

detective school,” to which Christie
belonaed. fmm other trends in crime
Cctio;  Critics saw the classic detective
story as a game between writer and
reader for which rules could be laid
down. It was the feeling that Agatha
Christie had broken ong of the rules of
the form within which she was working
that led to the uproar over Roger
Ackroyd  Yet, Murdochsuggests, it was
this very feeling that anything could
happen in a Christie mystery, that
nothing could betaken  for granted, that
led to her great popularity. “Her audac-
ity in pulling the rug from under the
.unsuspecting reader’s feet usually (but
not necessarily.always) from a different
direction was her most identifiable
characteristic.”

In a Lady’s Service. by Tom Ar-
dies, Doubleday, 202 pages, $7.95
cloth (ISBN  0 385 04583 2).

By PHIL SURGUY

70M  ARDIES’ first four novels - Their
Man in Ike While  House, This Suireare
is Going to Explode.  Pandemic. and
f&x& is Coming -were fairly good
examples of the rash breezy spy novels
that followed the James Bond craze.
The movie Russian Rorderre  was based
on Kosygifrl  is Coming.

Murdoch suggests it was the combi-
nation of ingenious puwles  and sur-
prises with a “comfortably homely,
non-literary style,” that accounted for
her great popularity. He also points to
hersuperbtimingandskillinconcealing
verbal ambiguities as reasons for the
critical acclaim she received.

“I write books which are meant to
entertain people, and to sell for that

in (I Lady’s Service. Ardll’s gfth,  is
not a spy novel. It’s a poor comic-
book-without-pictures about the pre-
sumably picaresque and farcical adven-
tures of one Winston “Slippery Slick”
Buchanan, an American  gigolo who

Un&?rgrounB  To Cenada  by Barbara Smucker
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works a posh hotel in Mexico City.
Buchanan is recruited by a pointlessly
beautiful young woman named Marina
McKenzie to go with her to a remote
villaee in search of a miraculous salve
that 6 reported to cure almost any ill and
preserve a person’s youth forever.

Marina  turns om to be an agent of the
World Health Organization. Also after
thesalveareagents  ofarutblessGennan
drug company. The resultant contest for
possession of the wonder paste is too
tedious todescribe.  except tosaythat  the
action is complicated now and then by
various amusingly  impoverished,
stupid. andcorruptMexicnnsofthekind
who haven’t appeared in Hollywood
movies for at least a decade. One also
has to endure Ardies’  and Buchanan’s
humour.  At one point Buchanan  de-
scrtbes  his sexual appetite to one of the

Not that I’m pmud of it, ofcourse.  R’s a
crumby  thing to do.” Admittedly,
Buchanan is drunk when be unleashes
that gm; but it’s typical of the entire
book. Which is unfortunate.

The salve proves to be unusable
because it also makes people who are
exposed to it uncontrollably happy, and
we can’t have that. As the Mexican
scientist who discovers thii side-effect
explains: “It is ourgreed and ambition
that keep the wheels turning. Let happi-
ness spread its vicious tentacles -and
theworldwouldgrindtoahalt.“Butthe
behaviour  and dialogue Ardies has
chosen to demonstrate the salve-
induced happiness is too similar to the
rest  of the hmnv stuff with which he has
peppered his book and so any surprise,
ormomlimnyorrevelation.  heintended
comes off without effect, lost in the.
chatter. q

drug company’s agents: -‘l-d hump a
cupcake if there was a dead tly in it. . .

,

Canadian Poetw:  The Modern
Era. edited by John Newlove.,  McClel-
land & Stewart. 270 pages, $5.95 paper
tlSBNO771067313).

By DAVID MCFADDEN

THERE ARE A lot of sad things in this
vale of tears but saddest perhaps of all
is a poet who feels he has not been
sufficiently recognized. “Writing
poetry is like working on the milmad,”
Dudley Fuddin ton, who has done
both. has been l!card to remark. “It’s
all seniority.”

Well. Dudley. I hate to tell you thii
but 1 guess you just haven’t been
writing long enough. How long has it
been? Ten. 15 years? Not quite enough
to have made it into John Newlove’s
“Top Thirty.” If only you had started
chumingoutyourcharminglittlefables
just a little earlier. Then you could have
been tight up there with your lucky but
no more talented colleagues such as
Milton Acorn. David Helwig,  George
Bowering.  Gwendolyn MacEwen,  and
even John Newlove  himself.

On a tmin  last week. an over-friendly
fellow traveller  wanted to know what I
did for a living. “l’m a’poet.” I blurted
out, adding (to myself). “But not
among the Top Thii.” As if he could
read my thoughts the fellow asked
“Who’s your favourite Canadian
poet.-I” “1 am.” 1 said. “Of course. but
besides yourself I mean:” said the guy.
And Dudley, believe It or not, your
name popped out. Yes it did. “Dudley
Fuddington.” 1 said.

Nowthismasthemilkrunheadingout
of Nowhere. B.C.. and quite frankly,
18 Books in Canada, May. lP77

Dudley, I didn’t think the guy would
have been familiar  with y6ur  name,
never mind your work. I know you’ve
published27 books but noneofthemhas
sold more than 300 copies. I know there
was going to be a big article on you in
Tlie  Carradian  magazine but when the
editor dropped the idea you were re-
lieved because you didn’t want your
father-in-law to know how many
Canada Council grants you’d received.
So I was really surprised when the guy
shot back, “Yeah, Dudley Fuddington,
he’s pmtty good, But what about W. H.
Drummond? What do you think of him,
eh? Man, that guy can really write a
poem.”

The guy was quite shocked when I
told himDrummond  wasn’tevenamong
the Top Thirty. He’d been beaten out by
such seemingly less lively poets as
Ralph Gustafson,  Dennis Lee, Michael
Ondaatje, and Jay Macpherson.  I didn’t
bother explaining how the 30 were
chosen from among those poets active
since 1945  and poor Dr. Dmmmond has
been dead 70 years. “Listen.” said the
guy. taking another slug from his
mickey and shuddering. “W. H.
Drummond will always be in my Top
Thirty, maybe even my Top Three.”
And 1 looked out the window and saw a
guy working on the mihuad.

And then I remembered back a month
or I!VO  to the Barrie  Public Library
where I was giving a reading with Ted
Plantos. “Who is your favourite Cana-
dian poet?” some Top Thirty-minded
guyinthenudienceaskedPlantos.  ‘%I$
let me think now,” said Ted. “Iguess  tt
would have to be . Hans Jervinski.”
Alas, there are no Poet-Cops among the

TopThirty,  at least not this year. So you
have to be philosophical about these
things, Dudley. asdo hundreds ofother
Canadianpoetswhodidn’tmakeit,such
as Pier Giorgio  Di Cicco. John Robert
Colombo,  btll biisett. Gerry Gdbet’t,
Christooher Dewdney,  and D. 0.
Jones. .

_

Actually, Dudley, ifit  makesyoufeel
any better, I imagine ezen those who

mde it into the TGp  Thiy - including
John Newlove  himself - would pti-
vately  agree the notion of a Top Thirty
in poetry is slightly repugnant, if not
ridiculous. The notion represents an
individualistic, capitalist-classicist
orientation rather than an inter-
dependent, communal-romantic way of
thinking. The notion though has been in
the air for some time, hanging like a
black cloud over Southern  Ontario, and
John Newlove should be given serious
credit for having given it concrete (bp
Nichol  is among the Top Thirty) form.
For instance. in the Feb. 3, 1977, edi-
tion of the Vancouver Sun, Miriam
Waddington’s 771e  Pricf of Go/d was
being reviewed. The twtewer,  in sum-
ming up Waddington’s life work, stated
that while she “is not among the Top
Ten of Canadian poets, [she] is soliiy
entrenched in the Top Thirty.” Check-
ing Canadian Poetry: The Modern .!%a.
sure enough, there she is, Miriam
Waddington. solidly entrenched.
Sounds like what the Matin does to
corpses before dropping them in Homil-
ton Harbour.

Actually I’ve been fooling around
long enough. This isn’t a bad anthology
and should sell well, particularly to
“Canadian literature instructors in
universities across the country,” to
quote  from the intmduction. Thesewere
the people .who were surveyed to deter-
mine exactly what was needed in an
anthology. “They were asked which
modem poets. . . should bereprcsented
inananthology,andtowhatdegree.The
response was overwhelming,” says
Newlove  in the preface (I suppose it
was Newlove though the preface is un-
signed). And the ideaseems sound fro?
every point ofview, including merchan-
dising. It’s caller market research and
it’s the sort of thing McDonald’s might
do in tryin m introduce a new fish
sandwich (’ It mustn’t tasmfisiy”).

As for the degree of representation,
it’s interesting but not earth-shattering
to see that Al Purdy  appears to be on top
with 13 pages, followed closely by

12eaih. P. K. Page, J&es Reaney. and
Leonard Cohen with II each, and
Margaret Atwood, Alden Nowlan, and
Earle  Bimey with 10 each.

Without doubting the thomughness
of the survey  (Newlove appears to have
done a fine job) what we havq  here is an
historically interesting cross-section of
the current Canadian literature tastes of
Canadian academics. It would be in-
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westing  to compare book sales of
individual poeis  with the degree of
representation in this anthology. The
academic popularity OF the poets con-
cerned probably  relates closely to their
book sales. For the sale ofpoeny  books
to people whoare  not heavily influenced
by academic hastes  in this country is
probably negligible, except of course
For such thoroughly subterranean  poets
as Robert Fones and Gerry Gilbert and
such8reeting-cardpoetsasTerry Rowe.

The appearance OF this book just
might signal a trend towards a greater
degree of business sense among Cana-
dian publishers. a streamlining, an
Americanization. in a positive way of
course. But what does it really mean to
the people who are actively engaged in
the  serious business of wiling  serious
poetry.thepeoplewhoarebusycreating
a language. a way of being. that will
reme the 21st century? Probably very
little. We’re Far too young fo be
Fossilized. Dudley.  Finding out you’re
notin  theTopThirtyisabouton  thesame
level as being called “peripheral” by
the Globe  und I?&;/ or being told by
some English profin Windsor that your
book I~rcw  Pleasure is pleasant but
not re& intense.

The only really serious criticism that
can be made about this book is Ihe Fact
that nowhere. except For a briefpassing
allusion buried deep in the preface, is

reference made to the Fact that the book L ,
only represents poetry written in oneof
the w-o Canadian IanauaRes:  Enprlish.
“Suretostahd  Foryea~asihedefi;iitive
anthology of Canadian poetry From the
’40s to the ‘7Os,  Conodio,l  Poerr~: The
Modern Era is compact, authoritative,
and thoroughly enjoyable,” reads a
blurb on Ihe back cover. This probably
won’t bother maw Enelish-&akin!a
readers. Nor wifi  it Ibothe;  many
Qu~bbccois,  most of whom have long
been aware that Canada in a way has
alxady separated itself Fmm Quebec,
and most of whom are separatists only
by default. But it bothemme  because it
will seem strange fo people From other
countries who may stumble upon the
book: Americans: Britons, Russians,
Australians. Mexicans  who have heard
that Canada is a bilingual country,
enjoying a marriage of the best and

worstoFEnglishandFrenchculture.  To
them, the book will seem todeliveronly
one half of what it promises. As Greg
Cumoesaysinarecempainting:  “What
country do you want to sepatate  From:
Quebec or the United  Slales?”

Selected Longer Poems, by James
Resney,  Press Porcepic,  illustrated. 95
pages, 53.95  paper (ISBN 0 88878
091 5).

Baldoon,  by C. H. Gewais  and
James Reaney, the Porcupine’s Quill.
illustrated. 120 pages. $3.95 paper
(ISBN  0 88984016 4).

By JAY MACPHERSON

PRESS PORCEPIC  has compleied  its
three-book paperback publicarion of
James Reaney Ihe poet with Sclec~ed
Lo~tger Poems  - or rather, mainly
lyric sequences. Germaine Warkentin.
the editor of the 1972 collecled  Poems.
has each time Found Fresh and illu-
minating things to say in her intmduc-
lions. Three sequences are illustrated,
by Reaney and by Jack Chambers.
bringing the book’s exuberance to the
outward as well as the inner eye.
(Alas, emblem two is mutilated in
reproducrion.)

Sxond printing
MEMOIRS OF A
CANADIAN DOCTOR
b.r Dr. C. Lomom  MarMilh.  $1.95
Recoundng  #he experiences of his  patients
and himself. Dr. MacMithn  rpns  il hundred
years  of local  hismry.

PRRCY  ROWE’S TRAVEL GUIDE
TO CANADA 11.95

330 Smetc~w  Rd. E.
hlukham.  Onl. UR 2htt
t416)495-12f01
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Still more  visually enticing is Bol-
rloon. a piay written by James Reaney
in collaboration with Windsor poet
C. H. Gervais. Designed like the 1972
Poe~a by the dedicated  Tim Inkster  of
Erin. Ont.. the book is small, fledble.
and sewn: it invites handling as a beach
stone does. Paper, type, and layout are
a pleasure; I3 very atmospheric photo-
graphs from the play’s Toronto pmduc-
tion a ear as illustrations; the wrap
arounpcover is a woodcut by Gerry
Brender  e Brandis of Carlisle.  Ont.,
that was used as the production’s
poster. and there is a surpnse under the
front flap. Unfortunately productioa
was somewhat rushed in order to get the
book out for the play’s late-winter
Ontario tour; consequently typesetting
errors abound and the notes at the back,
contributed by the cast. have a hurried
quality. Still. the contribution of the
NDWT  company. like that of all those
mentioned in the colophon. reflects the
way in which increasingly Reaney’s
works haw come to generate or align
creative communities around them-
selves. the opposite of the demonic and
imprisoned societies that they portra
“What hnubles  him/troubles us all Itiv
is something about/the way we fall.”
as the Chorus says in this play.

The task of writing the play and
working on it with the actors seems by
all accounts to have been a genuine
collaboration between Reaney and

Gervais,  who has had a long-standing
interest in the story and in the life and
traditions ofsouthwestern  Ontario. The
recorded history of the poltergeistish
doings at Baldoon  in 1829 revolves
around both a Selkirk settlement of
kirk-ridden Scats and a solitary Penn-
sylvania Dutch visionary and his daugh-
ter. The authors have added local
Indian warlockry, a feud situation with
complex causes, some assorted visi-
tors, some old songs and hymns, some
puppetry and - models, smidgens of
Bunyan, Jonathan Edwards, Blake,
Bums. and Monk Lewis.  and a whole
playbox  of simple but vivid magic
tricks.

.The effect, for all the symbolism.
stylization, and poetic gadgetry, is a
rich and rounded sense of life. “What
noble courage must their hearts have
fired.” commences Goldsmith’s ooem
of 1825, speaking ofearlier imm&ants
to the Canadian wilds: so indeed one
feels from the outset of this play, seeing
the house of the gentle Dr. Troyer  made
a fortress against evil spirits, and the
play’s protagonist! John McTavish of
Baldoon.  along wth a friendly minis-
ter, chased through the night forest
by witches.

The real darkness. naturally. is not
that of the encircling woods, but of the
heart. McTavish,  beset in his house
with washings, tramplings,  flying ob-
jects. fireballs, and a ghostly flailer,

,

has to learn to recognize in these
happenings not a visitation of outside
malice, but emanations fmm his own
disclaimed past : which is involved in
turn with the old-country past of the
settlement and its dispossession of the
Indians and the pattern oftheir  imagina-
rivelandscape in making good its claim
to the “new” land. Dr. Tmyer. on the
other hand. to whom the new world
means religious freedom rather than
economic security~~  is a reconciler.
whose white-magsal apparatus in-
cludes a “pow-wow hat” that gives
true visions. from the native magic of
die land.

.
‘.

Doubled parts and other kinds of
mbmring make for, beyond the evident
mmance pairing of characters, an inti-
mate interlinking of places and per-
sons, a participation of almost iill  in
legalism, vengeance, and the other
meannesses of the hard heart. There is
no unmotivated, starkly looming
malignity in Boldoo~~;  its evil is natural
and believable and its victim-child at
the same time b a classic unconscious
trouble-attractor. Thus the play is no
melodrama: that kind of simplifying
energy is reserved for the tricks and
special effects that constitute the ordeal
through  which the characters must pass
in this particular journey thmugh the
wilderness. And for hs one larger-
than-life figure. the magician: “I fly, I
disentangle, I release you all.” q

GeoUHuntCh  Squnsh
ReulrcdEdiflon

player. $4.95

Kingoftbemad
Rkhard Petty
The Me and ttmes of
Richard P&y. wtnnnerof
178  Grand Nattonal
went% Laatlty
UItiated.  Klngofihs
mad w&es  all the
tensions  and exckoment
ofthetrack. $10.50

wbttewr.ter
Nmmon  sfmg. Sam
Cmiu~  andEarl  Peny
Three experts  dsrcdbe
which  ldnd  of equtpment
is bert  suttedforeach
typo  cd whttewater  in the
U.S. and Canada.
Includes hydmb@al
pdndpler  and how to
chooss.  buyandbultd
whItwaler  equtpment.

$15.75

Forqfree spoti book brochure, wtite the good sports at
COLLIER MACMILLAN CANADA 11258 Leslie St, Don Mills.  Ontario M3C hi2
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mee Time: Industrial Poems by
Tom Wayman.  Macmillan. 82 pages.
$4.9.5  paper !ISBN 0 7705 1522 3).

lly TOM MARSHALL

two  POLES of poetic vision and possi-
hilitv  are the existential and the trans-
cendental. I had rcaso”  to reflect a” this
two yexs  ago when. as soon as I had
completed a scquencc  of poems (and
books) that moved, gradually. some
way  towrd the latter pole:‘1  found
myself - in some sort of mstinctive
reaction - writing quite  concrete and
discrete poems about people and
immediate events. I guess 1 suspected
(while  genemlly pleased. in another
way. with whhal  I‘d done) that to take
readers to “another planet” (as  I had
intmded.  especially in T/w  Whife  City)
might be a somewhat dangerous enter-
prise. Certainly, many readers -
among them a couple of earthbound
Toronto reviewers - can’t handle it.
IFortunately  for me. many others can.)

I begin thus. not to waste time
quarrelling with my critics iwho have
their  own honest lights to see by). but to
indicate my perspective on Tom
Nayman’s  wark;  for if 1 am sometimes
in danger ias I am accused) of floating
oft’ altogether imo the transcendental
ether. the” the other Tom may have the
opposite problem: he doesn’t always
make it off the ground.

Let me add immediately that Way-
man is a very  good poet, as 1 have
observed publically before. Those who
have enjoyed his work should definitely
buy this book. It’s just that he has
nxmufactured  50 many tine examples of
the same reliile  if increasingly prc-
dicmble pmduct  in such a short time
that it’s become difficult to say any-
thing new about his work. His poems
about a day in the life with the guys at
the hetop  are”‘1 all that varied. And
while the contents of his toolbox are
intcrcsti?g  up to a point. and the poem
~talogmng them an effective one, he
dncs  tend to pile on thr delails and to
run on. .

But  rhc occasional whimsical and
surrcdl  effects arc as delightful a relief
amid all the documenrary  realism as in
U’qnxm’s  earlier books. and the social
concern as moving:

I” such passages as this a larger vision
does begin to surface.

And there’s a lot to be said for the
workaday, ordinarily beautiful world,
as Wayma”  knows. If a Wayman poem
can be novelistic and even pros . it can
also be quietly powerful in its $c.rlonal
development of an incident, as in
“Saturday Afternoon in Suburban
Richmond” and “Another Poem
About the Madness of Women.” The
ninapart  love sequence “Sugar  on the
Rim” is a moving short story in free
verse.  as is the account of the last days
of Pablo Neruda, whose final collapse
war.  exacerbated by news of the over-
throw of his friend, Salvador Allende.

Neruda himself, of course+  moved
from the transcendent - m “The
Heights of Macchu Pichu”  - to his
poems on the lives of the wretched of
the earth. It is the latter Neruda that
Wayman attempts toemulate. He is not
on the heights or on the battlements of
Duino castle with Rilke (or eve” at Casa
Loma  with b-wing Layton). But surely
there can be no alteration of the condi-
tions that oppress the mass of mankind
without a general enlargement of

human consciousness (that is. ofoll the
potentialofwhat  it ia to6e human). and
in this respect Rilke, mad aright,  is as
revolutionary as Nerudo.  Wayman  ad-
mits in this book that he isconfusedand
a trifle foggy about what the brave new
world after the end of the “owners”
might involve. (“The Country of
Everyday” in Blues. Yells and
Chrrcklcs  gives one an idea of what he is
“for.” though.) He prefers to articulate
the conditions of here and now. and  for
the most part he does it very well. So
we’ll just have to’wait  a while longer, I
guess, for another. larger, less egocen-
tric Wayman.

I.‘11 give the present one!  generous,
loo;g  and honest as he 1s. the last

i

J. R. R. Tolkien
Prcbabl the most eagerly antlcl-
pated I terar  work of all time.

y 1THE SILMAA  LLION Is a work of
sustained Imaglnatlon.  a sombra
vldon of the conflict between
do;l;Ee, corruptlo” and crea-

September $1 I.95

The Authorised Biography

g.R.R.T~L~<~~N:
A

Humphrey Carpenter
With the cc-operation  of the
Tclklen Farnlly,  and unreatrlcled
access to Tolklen’a

f
rlvate  papers,

dlarles  and manuacr pts.  Carpenter
has produced a magnificent por-
trait of J. R. R. Tclkien.
Illustrated May $12.25
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by I. M. Owen

By Persons Unknown: TheStrange
Death of Christine Demetcr. by
George Jonas and Barbara Amiel.
Macmillan. illustrated. 347 pages,
$12.9.5  cloth (ISBN  0 7705 1437 5).

TRLWH  1s  NOT necessarily stranger than
fiction. but it’s often a great deal
untidier and more ambiguous. No wi-
ter of detective novels would find a
publisher for a story so full of loose
ends and ,zou sequirws  as the curious
rsle of the murder of Christine Demeter
and the investigation that led to the
conviction of her husband for having
caused  it to happen. However. readers
8~ more tolerant of sloppy plotting in
real life than in fiction, and the trial of
Peter Demeter fascinated a wide public
not only in Southern Ontario but, we
are told, al1 over the world. Now it
makes a good and interesting book -
though, as I shall indicate later. I wish it
had been better.

If you didn’t follow it at the time, and
if you live in the hinterlands west of the
Great Lakes or east of Kingston, you
may not even have heard of the place
where the murder happened: Missis-
saog!.  This is a recently invented com-
muolty  that. though it is in area the
largest city in Canada and has a popula-
tion of 250.000. is essentially a pros-
perous dormitory suburb of Toronto
and by no means a natural haunt of
criminals. Here in July. 1973, the
beautiful Austrian-born wife of a hand-
some Hungarian-born real-estate
developer had her brains brutally
beaten oat in the garage of their expeo-
sive  suburban house. Only two thlogs
were and are certain about this: it was
murder. not accident or suicide: and the
actual killer couldn’t possibly have
been Peter Demeter. who was on a
shopping trip at the time with their five
house-guests and even the family dog.

Except in fiction. murder is unusual
among the prosperous  classes. Hence
the ensuing investigation was a. rare
opportunity for the MissiFaoga  police,
and they ma& the most of it. The real
killer has never been identified: but a
story  rich in colourful detail w a s
uncovered: the unlovely personalities
of those two beautiful people the Deme-
ters (the evidence suggests that they
were both trying to hire people to kill
each other).  and of Marina Hundt,  the
girl Peter left behind him in Austria;
22 Booka  in Canada. May. 1977

Peter’s “fiie&Y Cskba Szilagyi, who
claimed to have come to Canada 5%
years before the murder in order to
prevent it, who reported oumemos
conversations in which Peter had pm-
posed obviously nutty plans for killing
Christine, and who between the murder
and Peter’s arrest had several more
conversations with him while equipped
with a police tape-recorder inside his
clothes; and various Hungarian under-
world figures such Bs a petty crook
known as “The Dock” and a six-foot-
four enforcer who readily broke  arms
and legs for a fee. nod once set fire to
himself while committing arson. but
claimed that he drew the line at killing
pea le.

Sle wealth of improbable characters
and incidents. real and alleged, keep
our attention riveted on this very full
accoont  of the investigation and trial.

,:_.

but the authors’ real purpose is to
present it as a case history in the way
our judicial system works in criminal
matters: and we find that it doesn’t
work ouite  in the wav we have been led
to believe.

That favourite  folk-hem of the
Common Law,  the Reasonable Mao, is
unlikely to feel much doubt. after
reading what is known of the story. that
Demeter was guilty. On the other hand,
he is surely bound to feel that none of
the evidence was as conclusive as we
have learned to think necessary for a
conviction. Certainly the evidence on
which Demeter was committed for trial
seems hopelessly inadequate - and
seemed so, we learn now. to Mr.
Justice Campbell Grant. who tried the

case. Demeter was convicted on evi-
dence unknown to the police at the time
of his arrest and committal, so that it
can be argued that it .was only the
delaying tactics of the &fence,  stretch-
ing out the wir dire srage to three
weeks. th$ made the conviction possi-
ble at all. since it gave the police  time to
pursue  the investigation and turn up all
these curious characters. It seems hard
to disagree with the defence (though the
appeal courts have managed to do so)
that this mass of new evidence suddenly
thrown  at them in the midst of the trial
pot them at such a disadvantage that a
mistrial should have been declared. In
other words, while justice was pmb-
gbly  done, it can’t be clearly seen to
have been done. Whether it was or not,
the ease shows that the tendency in our
courts is quite the opposite of the
tendency that has been evident in the
U.S. courts fmm the Miranda case on;
our courts can and do convict on
evidence that has been questionably
obtained. The charges against Daniel
Ellsberg,  for instance, wouldn’t have
been dismissed by a Canadian court;
since Ellsberg had certainly done what
he was accused of doing, this isn’t
necessarily a reflection on Canadian
jwice. The fact remains that. for better
or vase, we have not got such careful
wishring on the defendant’s side as
we tend to assume.

A minor mystery that emerges as we
read  this account is how two  such line
and clcgant  writers as George Jonas and
BJrlura  Amiel could have produced
sush .I badly written book. Perhaps the
rewxch, which must have been long

._.
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and arduous. left  them short of time and
they did the actual writing in a hurry.
But nothing can excuse the opening
paragraphs. in which we are shown
Christine waking up in the morning of
the day of the murder and are told
exactly what she did, felt, and thought,
even to: “Soon Christine felt the famil-
iar change in rhythm and thrust of her
husband reaching climax. which always

reassured her.” This hokum nises
inevitable questions about later pass-
ages in the book where other people’s
thoughts and feelings are reported,
probably  quite legitimately as the result
of interviews. Beyond this. there are far
too many passages written in a meretri-
cious slick slyle quite unworthy of the
obthors. 0

The Ion Effect, by Fred Soykn with
Alan Edmonds, Lesler  & Orpen,  181
pages. $7.95 cloth (ISBN  0 525
13480 8).

By RICHARD LUBBOCK

SVPPOSE YCIV  suffer from anxiety and
depression, headaches and insomnia.
Your stomach is volcanic, your thyroid
is under-active. and your gall bladder is
under suspicion. Your sex life has the
blight. you’ve had two years of psycho-
analysis. and you live  in Gmeva.
Whal’s  the diagnosis, Doctor?

These symptoms plagued Fred
Soyka a few years ago while he was
managing the Swiss end of an Ameri-
can corporation. He trailed from doctor
to doctor. collecting prescriptions and
explanations. but in the long run only
one thing seemed IO help. His troubles
vanished whenever a business trip took
him out of Switzerland. Finally he
came acmss a Geneva GP who had a
large practice among foreigners. The
doctor offered a tentative explanation
of Soyka’s Geneva syndrome. “Some-
times I think there’s something Alec-
trical  about the air here in Geneva.” he
sighed.

Alerted by this clue. Soyka began to
collect instances where atmospheric
changes were linked to physical and
mental distress. He found quite a few.
Switzerland has the Foehn wind that
blows in the spring and fall:, the Swiss
blame everything from manta1 discord
to automobile accidents on its malign
intluence. Many other countries have
their ill winds. Canada has the warm
dry Chinook. whiCh flows east from the
Rockies at the stan  of spring, spreading
coughs and sneezes. Southern France
grumbles under the Mistral. And the
Santa Ana wind is said IO blow murder
and mayhem into Los Angeles and
Hollywood.

As Soyka burrowed assiduously into
the literature of these “witches’
winds” he discovered that their com-
mon factor is a preponderance of so-
called “positive ions” in the air. and he
examines the implications of this fact in
24 Boo!e In Canada, May. 1977

771e  fan Eflecr, which he wmte with
Toronto  journalist Alan Edmonds. Ions
are electrically charged atoms. There
are about 2,000 of them, positive and
negative, in onecubic centimeterofair,
in a ratio of about five negative m four
positive.

The authors report speculations that
life may have evolved in air of this ionic
balance, and present a mass ofcitations
from scientific literature that indicate
plants  and animals thrive in relatively ,.
negative air. but wither and die under
pas-ions. (It’s difficult to ignore the
coincidence that “pas-ion” is an am-
gram of “poison.“) Fmm such studies.
Soyka and Edmonds draw the conclu-
sion that for human beings. negative
jons are relaxing: whereas positive ions
cause undue excitation and consequent
exhaustion.

In a typical study. Japanese scientists
subjected some unfortunate movie
audiences to alternating doses of posi-
tive and negative ions. In one case they
piled on the neg-ions and “after 90
minutes of the movie those who had
reported headache and perspiration said
that both symptoms had disappeared.”
One can’t help wondering whether it
was the ions or the film that did the
trick.

In his search for the roots of his
unfortunate experiences in Geneva.
Soyka (and later. Edmonds) traversed
the world, interviewing marchers in
London, New York, California, Israel,
Denmark, and of course Switzerland.
There are at leas1  5,000 scientific
papers published on the subject of the
physiological effects of atmospheric
ionization. and these am distilled into
this well-documented account of the
odyssey.. The authors certainly make a
strong case for the importance of the
ion effect. and the gravamen of their
advice seems IO be: accentuate the
negative, in all things. including your
sex life.

If the reader is curious to know
ivhere he can gel a breath of invigorat-
ing negative air, the authors point out
that ion-making machines are available
in Europe and Canada, but not in the

United States (because of government
interference, just as in the saccharine
foolishness). However, sprays of water
produce lots of neg-ions, and the auth-
on sugges  that this may account for the
populti~y  of fountains in cities and for
the attraction that Niagara Falls has
traditionally had for newlyweds. (This
makes me wonder if it is altogether
wise to enjoin oversexed adolescents to
“take a cold shower.“)

AI the very least, this absorbing
narrativeshould make us all think twice
about the air-conditioned, overheated,
carbon-monoxided de-ionized air we
breathe. And yet . . . and yet a doubt
remains.

.

By its very passion. and by the very
weight of the evidence it marshals,
The ton E&ct inevitably invites com-
parison wth many of the other hot,
best-selling panaceas we*ve been of-
fered lat,ely:  Transcendental Medha-
tion, Pyramid Power, Biorhythms.
Acupuncture, Quick Weight Loss
Diets. and Ginseng mot extract. Not
to mention Bermuda Triangles.

Somehow or other, i%e Ion Effect,
admittedly a book for the layman, fails
to reassure this science-trained skeptic
that the experiments reported are alto-
gether scientifically kosher. Since 1 was
unwilling IO check through 5,000
learned papers in assorted languages 10
allay my misgivings, I went and bought
an ion .generamr to experiment for
myself. I shall not prejudice you by
reporting my results, but the authors do
note that 25 per cent of people are not
responsive to ions at all. I suggest you
perform your own scientific test. Arst.
read the book. Then, visit Niagara
;als;d  see what happens to your sex

IN BRIEF

A People’s History  of Prince Edward
Island, by Errol Shaipe. Steel Rail
Publishing. 268 pages,  $5.95 paper
(ISBN O-88791-001-7),  $12.95 cloth
(ISBN O-88791-003-3). Support forthe
view that the Canada Council mis-
spends its funds may be inferred fmm
their subsidization of this mercifully
short volume by Errol Sharpe.  The
thesis that the “people” (meaning,
presumably, individuals who are not
politicians. rich, or otherwise
privileged) deserve the attention of his-
torians is sufficiently innocuous. Nor
can one quarrel with the right of an
author to infuse his work with a de-
clared Leftist bias. But one may still
masonably  expect in the result a meas-
ure of scholarship and a coherent
development of theme. A People’s
History yields neither. Mr. Sharpe’s
commitment to accurate historical
revelation may be inferred from the
selection of material included and its
proportionate distribution. Seven
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pages describe native peoples to the surmunds  it. Much the same may be
16th century (“The Micmac  lived in said of the essay on co-operatives: it is
harmony with nature”); sxxne 30 pages interesting and seems, for once, to
describe the “people’s” stmg& against reflect a depth of knowledge on the
the Campbell government since 1966. writer’s part: but the whole does not
Seventeen pages ax appropriated for cohere. If this is the “people’s” his-
the reproduction of the farm diary of tory, the reader is well advised to stick
the author’s father in a chapter that is to the other kind; it at least makes
charming. but profoundly unrelated to. sense.
the purportedly historical material th$ JONlirHAN  WEBB

George-Etlenne Csrtier: A Bio-
graphy. by Alnstair Sweeny. McClel-
land & Stewart. 352 pages, $16.95
cloth tK5BN  0 7710 8363 7).

BY BRIAN YOUNG

IT IS Nor just coincidence that this is the
yearoftheFrench-Canadian biography.
Panicked by threats to Canadian unity
our sages are frantically trying to
buttress English-Canadian faith in
French-Canadianleadershipandinstitu-
lions. Inthelastfewnonthswehavehad
the reverend RenC,  a reformed Duples-
sis. and now Alastair  Sweeny’s
George-Etienne Carder. “the ghat
statesman and political prophet.”
Sweeny began his biography on the
centenary of Carder’s death in the hope
that his hero’s “love for Canada, his
work for her future and his desire to
ensure her suwival  might be an inspira-
tionandachallengetoEnglish-speaking
Canadians.” His Cartier  is bold, ‘*an
exploding star,” ‘*a new Napoleon,”
who represented “a truly national,
deep-rooted and vital way of life.”
Sweeny writes broad-brush. moralistic
history. French Canadians are good.
Americans are bad; above all. Con-
federation must be defeated.

Sweeny’s Cattier moves effortlessly
through the crises of the 19th century.
After cold chills in the rebellion at Saint
Denis.CnrtierhelpedFrenchCanadians
delec&~e;pen  “the Virgin” and “the

- “between the con-
servative. religious. passive, essentially
static and organic existence of the
habitant. and the increasingly vigorous
and dynamic. progressive. nationalistic
and entrepreneurial nature of the new
Canadian pmfessional.”  Soon Cartie
was involved in railways - not for
self-enrichment - but to walize his
dream of an expanding, trans-
continental state. Faced with political
paralysis in the 1850s. Carder “worked
like a dog” while his unreliable
“sinmere twin.” John A. Macdonald.
“drank like a f&h.”

Confederation - “a great idea.”
“totally in the interests of French

Canadians” - was Carder’s finest
hour. The Lightning Strjkccwas every-
where. He mesmerized the delegates at
Charlottetown and his embnce of
George Brown in a Quebec City hotel
mom was a “wordless understanding
between the two founding races of
Canada.” Cartier. Sweeny tells us, had

‘long since decided that French-
Canadianaspirationscoincidedwiththe
aims of the London banking fine of
Barings.  Accepting the latter’s imperial
design for a transcontinental nation.
Cartier  avoided “the trap” of letting
Lower Canadians vote on the Con-
federation proposals.

AfterConfederation.Cartierbeganm
make mistakes. He complained ibout
the honours granted him by the Queen
and offended his more nationalistic
supporters by hispreference  for British

a drawing-moms. His lucrative legal
work for the Sulpicians prompted vici-
ous battles with Montreal’s tough
Bishop Bourget.  His most serious mis-
take was to sign for a $110,000 cam-
paign contribution from Hugh Allan,
who was lobbying for the Pacific  Rail-
way contract. Despite this, evidence.
Sweeny brings Cattier through the
Pacific Scandal “as  a great national
hem” ivho triumphed over Allan. “a
greedy, ungrateful fool” who “bet-
rayed his country.”

Canier’s career can be explained in
terms very different from Virgins and
Voyageurs, Lightning Strikers,
SiameseTwinsand  boldNapoleons. He
was no prophet;  rather he was a tough.
cynical committee infighter, party or-
ganizer and patronage broker. Often
insensitive to the needs of French
Canada. his nationalismextendedabout
as far as Montreal’s city limits. !&en-
tially a conservative Montreal lawyer.
he supported the monarchy. the Union
Act, propertied interests, and an ap
pointed upper house. Sweeny em-
phasizes Cartier’s financial difficulties
but this is a relative matter. While
always altruistic about the nature of his
service to the Grand Trunk Railway.
Canier collected $10.000 in Grand
Trunk legal fees in one three-year
period. Hi work for the Sulpicians was
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sweetened by a $I .OOO a year tztainer.
With a home in Ottawa. a block of oti?ce
buildings and a tine house on Mon-
trcal’, Notre Dame Street, a countly
home and part ownership of the family
e%;lte  in St. Antoine. his lifestyle was a
notch above that of his Montreal con-
,tituents. He bought cognac by the
gallon. Madeira by the cask, and his
suits inwo a London tailor. Despite his
wife’s claims of impecuniousness, she
retired to a villa on the French Riviera.
Other details get lost in Swveeny’s
pagrant.  John Young was hardly a
“small-time railway promoter.” the
Roman Catholic Church did not “come
out ,olid!y” for Confederation. and it
v:a* Lewa Drummond rather than Car-
tier who engineered the seigneurial
landssettlement.

Nor does Sweeny tell us much about
the imnortant  administrativeand institu-
tional ‘changes engineered by Cartier
bcfm Confederation. He diverted the
St. Jew Baptiste Society from radical
rcforrn into benign. Catholic conser-
vatism. Carticr  almost invariably sided
with the English-speaking minority: it is
difticult to interpret his commercial
Icgislation,  his education acts or his
revision of the civil code in any other
wv. Alexander Gait  and lohn A.
U&donald  understood this and worked
nith him not because he was a “teddy-
bear” French Canadian but because he
delivered political power. Far from
having  “clean hands” in 1872 he was

caught with his hand in the till. Only his
slow and painful death in England
spared him humiliation before a Royal
dommission.

Cattier’s private life can give little
inspiration to English-Canadian read-
ers. His brother was a hopeless alco-
holic, there were fears that his spinster
sister would run mad through  the
streets, his marriage was a disaster, his

The Writing OF Canadian History:

in-laws detested him, his straightlaced
Aspects of English-Canadian Hator-

friends were scandalized by his lengthy
’ ieal Writing, 1900 to 1970, by Carl

affair with Lute Cuvillier. Aloof, rude,
.Be.rga, Oxford, 300 pages. $12.50

and sometimes violent, his good
cloth (ISBN  019 540252 9).

humour  was reserved for Saturday night
parties.

By ALASTAIR BWEENY

Sweeny - obsessed with national IF YOU’RE THE the son of person who
suwival, the American “maw,” and the
need to defend Confederation and its

believes everything he reads in the
newspapers, you’ll have to agree that

inherent ,+rrus qrro  - distorts Cartier recent literary attempts to mythologize
and his period: As Canadians flounder
with regioitalism,  referendums, ethnic

this country have been highly success-
ful. Whether lodged with Marian’s

bickering, and insipid federal leader- bear.or in thewaterwithhyce  Wiiand
ship, Sweeny harks back to a 19th trying to get our long underwear off, or
century of chefs.,  positive capitalism, perhaps cultivating our snowy garden in
and French-Englsh brotherhood. Con-
federation, he argues, was the pmduct

the garrison mentality of Victoria Col-

of their shared aims and Cattier by
lege, or eYen surviving heartburn in a

bringing French Canada into Con-
Sunnibilt cabin!  we come off as an

federation stopped Canada from aban-
awfully interesrmg nation well worth

doning its “larger nationality for a mess
putting up as preserved. We’re lucky
we’re not like our friends the Ameri-

ofWashingtonpottage.“LionelGmulx
must bechucklingunderthesnowofhis

cans, so many overeducated Ahabs
maimed by aGreat White Whale. We’re

Vaudreuil grave at the irony of English
Canadians struggling to create a

just a rough schizophrenic beast, hud-

mythology of “survivance.”  0
dling around a Constitution to keep

-_ warm or slouching toward Ottawa to be
bored.

An Introduction to We know this because our oracles
have spoken, and the Saturday GIobc
and Mail has picked it up. Thereat ofthe

-l&f2
country gets it twodayslate, at airports,
libraries. and selected variety stores.

A=&§ iln
Canada’s historians have done their

share of myth-making, even though. as

Cmda
we all know. there are only so many
things you can do with the facts. AsCarl
Berger so eloquently demonstrates in
this book, the best of them have indeed
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caterpillars but cultural butterflies  -
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and he has pinned them down like the
monarchs they are.

What Berger has really done is go
beyond mere historiography m craft a
cultural and intellectual history of
ZOth-centurv Canada. because as
Canada has -moved f&n imperialism
and tribalism to nationalism and olural-
ism, so too have our historians,‘in  the
capacity of prophets  who not only
reflect the cultural fixations of their
present but also anticipate and signpost
the future.

Such a rich book as this is impossible
m review adequately, yet one note-
worthy thread that seems to run through
the narrative is that the most pmminent
Canadian historiansofthiscentury have
donned the scholar’s 8own only as a
disguise. At heartthey haveallbeen.  toa
greater or a lesser extent, nationalist
oracles passionately interested in
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defining and shaping their present by
learning from  the past, from theriddleof
our national sphinx.

Concentrating on Wrong, Shortt,
Martin. Innis. Lower, Underhill,
Creighton, and Morton, Berger  has
brilliantly illustrated their “central
teachings.” relating them to their cul-
tural context and to other forms of
intellectual expression, especially the
litenture  of the day. Where he really
shines is when he judges his prizes. His
personal point of view, while it might
seem inappropriate to some, is to my
mind not at all intrusive but.Tather
fascinating, since Berger  himself is one
of our oresent  pantheon of historical
deities. iertainlisoafterthe  publication
ofthis delightful book.

His opinions of Donald Creighton
could serve as a good illustration.
Berger carefully notes that “Creiih-
ton’s treatment of Canadian historiog-
nphy bore a striking resemblance to his.
accounts of Macdonald’s encounters
with his enemies.” But then he is able to
describe his subject in this, a most kind
and eloquent tribute: .

Thhe  affinity berwen Creiihmn's  lknry
inwgineion  and his predisposilionr  was
fu dccpu than  polidcs  and in P way
anrcended parties.  In essays  where  k
made lk meaning of his hismry ~CSI
erplich.  Creighlon  declared bib  rejection
of relf-sufficiem and excluaiw mlioMI-
irm. The mysteries of human  khaviour
and hiimry. k belie&. could no1 be
underslwdby  mnsl;mlly  tearing  up molr.
subjecting the pst to clinical dissection.
or applying all-embmcing  ideologies. He
spumed  ideologies became  they  began
with vz~t oversimplif&ons  of human
cbzncwrsndmnduct.Heemployed  reli-
.giour  imaguy  - "kl gospellea.:
"authmired  v&on."  "revelalions."  to
lah'hir silrcasm  forlkOTelicians.doclrin-
air&. reformers. classical liberals. and  all
who  judged by uniwnal  stulduds.  He
cctcbnwd  men  lik the  F&em  of Con-
fedemtiun.  who canlenled  themrelver
whh  experience and the  hcrhye  at hand
and  did nn attempl  IO plumb Ihe depths of
politic4 theory  or spreuke  on the rights

E..actly.  but with apologies to the
Britishconstitution.

Unfortunately. because this book
deals in part.  with work that is still
unfinished, it is a bit premature, and
even incestuous. It is a pity, too, that
Berger  couldn’t have been able to
include in his description of W.L.
Morton. parts of a recent Morton article’
in The Canadian  Forum, Where on the
one hand he rejoices in the Parti
Quebi?cois  as “that creative minority
which in any society in ferment  shapes
the future” and on the other hand rages
at the possibility that the fate of the
country  can be ‘!decided by a majority
of only’ one province in a plebiscite
timed. drafted  and conducted by one
provincialgovernment.”

With insight like that. it is surprising
that the Emperor has any clothes left on
at all. 0

I

A Man and his Mission: Cardinal
L6ger  in Africa. by Iiemiette  Major,
photogmphs by Ken Bell, Prentice-
Hall, I92 pages, $35 cloth (ISBN 0 13
548115 5).

The World is Round, by J&quer
Hibert,  tmnslated from the French by
Sheila Fischman, McClelland &
Stewart, I48 pages, $4.95 paper(lSBN
0 7710 4063 6).

By WENDY CAMPBELL

T~ADIT~NALLY,  volunteers for de-
velopment have been dangerous for
Third World countries; their human
kindness has been used by imperial
powers to promote their cultural im-
ages, innocently intmducing  harmful
conditions and expectations along with
advances in health care and technaiogy.
As Ghandi said of foreign intervention,
“They may have caused more harm by
what they’ve given us than what they’ve
taken.”

How is Canada- famous for its gifts
of surplus wheat - doing in this
department? Quite well, if these two
books are any indication, revealing as
they do the involvement of Canadians in
fmitfulattemptsto  help underdeveloped
countriesimpmvetheirhealth,comfort,
education, and convenience without
polluting their. environment and their
values.

A Man and his Mission, describing
PaulEmileL6ger’s  workwithlepers  and

.the physically disabled, is a beautiful
photographic tribute to a saintlv  man
and a magnificent country. At 63,
Cardinal L6ger  left the comfort and
securityofhispositionas  Archbishopof
Montreal and travelled  to West Africa.
Puttlng  himself at the disposal of the
peopleofCamemon,  befliscovemdwith
them their needs and prioiities  and then
set about helping to improve the faci-
lities of many lepmsaria, and to build
the Centn  for the Rehabilitation of the
Handicapped. Ken Bell, oneofourbest
photographers, has assembled an im-
pressive collection and the text by
Henriette  Major accompanies the
photos well in most sections. As some-
one familiar with rehabilitation, how-
ever, I was dismayed to read her
description of the physiotherapist
“teaching a motherhow todoamassage
that will give life to the paralyzed
muscles of her child.” That’s not quite
how it works. But her description of
Canada’s gift of expensive wheelchairs
too fragile for the rough termin, whose
parts were unobtainable in Africa

speaks volumes about ermrs made in
international aid. The Cameroonian
technicians used the model and bui!t
something appropriate to their rieeds
using local materialsat about IO percent
of the cost. Cardinal L&r hved in
Camemon  fmm 1967-73. Now he
spends most of his time in Montreal
soliciting aid to enable his projects to
continue and gmw,  returning often
enough to maintain a presence and avoid
the discord so often cwted  when gifts
are made to underdeveloped countries.

Coming at internationaldevelopment
from another direction is Canada World
Youth. In The World is RowId, Jacques
Hebert (co-author with Pierre Trudeau
of Two Innocents in Red China
and president of CWY) tells the
orgamzation’s  story in a rambling letter
that describes the project with arefresh-
ing enthusiasm and articulates a sensi-
ble, feasible philosophy of interchange
between Canada and underdeveloped
countries. He calls it “giving a human
face to the co-operation between coun-
tries.” Since its beginning in 1972,
CWY has each year organized ex-
changes lasting eight months between
young people (I7 to 20) from all across
Canada who live and work with young
people fmm Third World countries for
four months in Canada and four months ’
in the other country. H6bert  has many
lively anecdotes about the participants,
many of whom he visited in Canada and

featuring
rooms,  a portfolio of drawings

strange men at bus stops
uue  twisted-tongue-in-cheek  stories

pioneer women on the prairies
excerpts  and phomgraphs  f rom
A Harvest Yet to Reap

a brush with the law
going-to-lawahool  journal,  “ t h e
schizophrenic, seif-aixasing  / self-
important role of the law student_

. . . and more, much more

on sale now
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in Asia. Africa, and Latin America. A
panicularly moving section tells about
the young Canadians who had arrived in
Guatemala shortly before the massive
earthquakes in February, 1976. In spite
of wld.  hunger, and the terror of I.700
seismic shocks. the majority of group
members stayed on to give aid to rhe
Guatrmelans  and help rebuild their
demolishedvillages.

Since participants have neither  the
means nor the technical knowledge to
t;lke on large celebmced  projects, their
work is at the lowesl  level of develop
ment -building wslls,  shelters. irriga-
tionsystems.andmads.orbyapprentic-
ing in rural medical clinics: Developing
countries need to learn intermediary
techniques to improve the quality of life
for their populations. Canada World
Youth is sharing in their learning
process.

Some 2.200 young people from
Canads  and the Third World have taken
port in CWY’s  program to date.
Tunisians have lived in Chicoutimi
working on community projects along
with kids from British Columbia and
Ontario. Kamloopsand  Springhill have
mit Indonesians and Gambians. Yet.
astonishingly. funding for rhe program
remains precarious. I hope that  Ihe
recently released National Film Board
femure  on CWY will generate the
recognition and appreciation the project
deserves. I hope also that a sizable

proportion of the $35 that A Man and
his Mssiorr  costs  goes  fo promote the
Cardinal’s work in Africa.

Lastly, I hope Canada has realized
that it’s a mistake to think  that rich
countries can change rhe situ&on  in
poorcounlries  bysendingsurplus wheat
or powdered milk. Saint BxupCry  said
it better: “Do you want men to learn
to love one another?  Make rhem build
a tower together. Do you want men fo
hate one another?  Throw them some
grain.” 0

Children in English-Canadian
Society: Framing the Twentieth-
Century Consensus, by Neil Suther-
land, U ofT Fress,  336 pages, $19.95
cloth (ISBN  0 8020 5340 8).

By DUNCAN MElKLE

THERE IS much lhal  we take for granted.
in oursociety. Weassume,  forexample.
lhar adopted children are not 10 be
treated as indentured sewants:  that
children go toschool  daily, that mdkand

wateraresafe  todrink,  andthat  diseases
such as tuberculosis, diphtheria, and
scarlet fever can and ought fo be
conrrolledorisola~ed:  Weexpectto  find
qualified people enforcing the rules
behind these assumodonsand  we regard
the money spent bn the sala& of
professional teachers and welfare
officers as a necessary expenditure. But
the society in which our parents and
grandparents grew up did not have rhe
same oullook.

Professor Sutherland describes the
development of social attitudes and
pmctices  between 1880  and 1920. He
begins with the yearly process by which
2,000 to 3,000 abandoned or destitute
children were brought  from Britain. The
way they were treated  illuslrates  adult
attitudes toward  children, and  provides
a dramatic base for II discussion of the
workofanumberofreformmovements.
In the main partofthe book, Surherland
analyzes rhe changes made over the
decades in three fields: public health;
welfare lthe treatment and orevention
of juvenile delinquency); aid educa-
don. Heconcludes that theramifications
of the various reform movements were
so areaf  that thev  became rhe basis for a
very differenl  s&iety  - one that oper-
ated without  fundamental challenge
until al least the mid-1950s.

Sutherland views Canadian society
from a lizsh perspective-the way we
deal with children and how a change in

i Now in paperback!
Wildflow0rs  and
WOO&
Courtanayand
Zimmerman
A practical field gulde
vrlth 660 full colour
photographs. $7.65
paper, $12.75 hardcover

&wgy Nerrows
George Hulohiaon  &
Dick  Wallace .
Tells the story oi the
dlaastrous  oonse-
quanoss  of mercury
poisoning uponan  lndlan
communltv  In North-
western Ontario. $6.95
paper

1410 Birchmounl  Road. Scarborough. Ml P 2E7.  Oniarlo

A Guide  to Writing
Essays and
Research Papers
cordon cogghls
An eaaentlal  guide for
the modern student who
Is Increasingly called

t”. II . . . ..,,, * :‘:;  .I upon to pra& research
papera and essays. $3.95

Vojces From Quebec
Phllip Stratford and
Michael Thomas
Explores the major

I. themes of Quebec life
: !_ and thought from the
^ D&t and uresent.  aa well

&views bn the shape
of the future.%95
paper,$l9.65  hardcover
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infant mortality, F& instance. required
action in a great number of areas.
Sutherland describes practices in both
rural  and urban Canada From the Mari-
times to the West Coast, and from time
totimeintheUttitedStates.  Heprovides
att extensive array of unusual sources
and has used the standard sottrces  in an
unusual way. The index includes names,
subjects. and many cross-references.
His interpretations and synthesis of a
huge quantity of material is most im-
pressive.

The trouble is, the book suffers From
toomuchfactandnotenoughsynthesis.
Smtence after sentence consists of
facts. numbers, or percentages. leaving
the reader  benumbed. The reader is

never really sue if the Focal point is the
need For reform. the work of the
reformers, the development of the pro-
fessions involved with children, the
comparisonoFurbanandruralFacilities.
or the impact of industrialism and
immigration. A Futther  weakness is the
Failure to deal with questions that were
raised in the text, such as the eventual
fate of the children brought From Eng-
land, the implications of well-meaning
but occasionally paternalistic reformen
trying to impose middle-classvalues. or
the long-term effect of efforts to Cana-
dian& immigrants.

All in all, it is a useful book Foi
refctwtce  and avaluablesourceofideas
about Canadian society. 0

Quebec:  The UnCnlshed Revoltt-
tiott.  by L&m Dion. McGill-Queen’s
University Press, 218 pages. $15 cloth
iISBN  0 7735 0242 4) and $7.50 paper
IISBN  0 7735 0279 3).

The Quebec Establishment, the
Rdiig Chss  and the State. by Pierre
Foumier,  Black Rose Books, 228
pages. $12.95  cloth GSBN  0 919618
25 6) attdS5.95paperGSBNO  919618
27 8).

The French Founders OF North
America and their Heritage, by Sabra
Halbrook, Atheneum, 256 pages,
$7.95  cloth (ISBN  0 689 304090 0).

By LINDA SWOHET

&ON DION’S COlleCtiOtI of incisive
essays written since 1960  is not a
consoling  book. Dion, a respected
soctal scientist at Lava1  University,
analyzes the social. economic, and
political problems of Quebec in relation
both  to the province’s past and to the
more general crisis ofvalues  in Western
civilization. The author is close to his
subject yet able to maintain the distance
that sets events in perspective.

Dion is particularly acute when sift-
ing the undercurrents  that preceded and
Followed the Quiet Revolution, periods
;Fm~+tsetvatism ” and “pmgrcssiv-

respectively. The first centrcd
around “the consolidation and defence
ofexistingvalucs and institutions”; the
latter aimed at “introducing new or
nznemed values and ‘institutions.” But

I neither period can be seen in mono-
lithic terms. Before Duplessis’ death,
conservative leaders used prejudice,
rigid attitudes, and lies “to mask the
surprising diversity of social situations
and of collective and individual leatt-
ings.” Intellectuals wcrc excluded
from power. This book reassesses the
impact that Trudeau, Pelletier,  and

their entourage at Cit6 libre  had on the
Quebec scene of the 1950s. However, it
would be wrong to assume that there
was a sudden inversion of attitudes
when the Liberals took office in 1960.
In a short time the province underwent
drastic social and political change, but
Dion points out that the critical debate
that arose over ‘Bill 60 creating a
Department of Education in 1964
showed the strength and’number  of
sssociations  and individuals who still
abided by the old values and institu-
tions.

Dion Frequently addressed political
conferences; as early as the mid-1960s
he was warning intellectuals against
defining situations in the light of slo-
gans devised to create an attractive
image of the government in power.
“Maitrcs chez nom,” “politique  d e
grandeur,” “nationalism positif” arc
some of the expressions that masked
the realities of various political
regimes.

Dion saw and sees the need For
Quebec to control her own business and
to develop her own research pmblems
instead of importing them. Seven  years
ago he diagnosed the Canadian crisis
as critical, requiring a radical cure. His
XI-point program of action included
“recognition of the need to maintain a
strong percentage of French-speaking
unilinguals  in Quebec” who should
have the same chance as anglophones
of other pmvinccs  to learn a second
language only for considerations of
mobility and greater variety in career
choice.

Dion acknowledges the enormous
diF8cultics  that lie ahead. In 1963 he
was predicting that, given the tight
conditions. a man of authority and
prestige would arise who would coa-
lesce separatist ideals into a powerful
political Force. But he also real&d that

With astunning  array PI authenticand
canfully rexarched  meipnr  fiatwing
OurfinB  lmmer  fruits.  Eliubmb  Baird
confirms that tnditional  Canadian
Cuirine can ivd the mnstsophisticatud
in the wodd.
5595 papsr,SHJ5 cloth

Zlassic
kmadan Cooking
y Elizabeth Baird

~anadien County
“r@S@PV@S  and wines
, Blanchs  Pavndl Ganett

hw three popularcookbookswill  now
iing plsmun  tu an NWI  widw audience in
le nwhandrnmrtv  bound and ilbutrat~d
wrback editions
uh $5.95 ~a~er,SllJ5cloth

-I
I

!athrr  Aaberkan’r  tribua to tbovnstem
~mesteadsn  in I camfully  cmftod  montage
photographs, letton  and diafier is mxv
ailabls  In paperback  in ik ariginal
gs format A bmtsallw  atS19.95.
J5 PIPBI, $1825  cloti
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such a force could awaken “aspirations
altogether out of line with our real
pos$bilities.” And he reminded all
pxty leaders of a British statesman’s
wrds: “As soon as a party leader
becomes head of the government. his
actions must solely be governed by his
view of the general interest of the nation
and not in any way by guidelines laid
down by his party.”

Where Dion is less convincing is in
his discussion of the worldwide malaise
rhat serves as backdrdp  to Quebec’s
problems. He feels we are already in
the midst of a revolution that will
tmnsform  man’s values, leading him to
participate more fully in political pro-
cesses and to bring about legislation
embodying the new values. This uto-
pian transformation is the only alterna-
twe to violence and domination by a
totalitarianism of technology. ,

Pierre Foumier has taken the rela-
tionship between big business and the
state in Quebec as the subject of his
doctorial  thesis. Thr Qwbrc  Esmb-
lishmwr.  heavily documented. would
be of most interest to students of
economics and political science. but is
also joltingly informative for the
curious layman. Foumier obtained his
information in 1973 by sending 2.50
questionnaires to business leaders of
the 100  major companies in Quebec
and by conducting interviews with
senior executives of several of these
companies and with representatives of
business associations to determine the
role of corporations and associa-
tions in government policy formation.

The thesis substantiated what politi-
cal observers have been saying fat
years: Quebec business is dominated
by anglophone Canadians and Ameri-
cans: company ownerships are socom-
plea as to dumbfound the average
reader; major decisions are usually
made outside the province (often out-
side the country) without regard to the
benefit of Quebec or its people: and
provincial governments have passed.
andcontinue to pass,  legislation favour-
ing these multinationals and frequently
requested by them.

Ref. Foumicr uses his study to draw
the Marxist ccnclusion “that the means
of production must be taken over and
reorganized [dnd] must be controlled
by the working class and the population
as a whole.” I would have preferred
that he allow the study to speak for
itself instead of using it to push ao
ideological stance.

Sabm Holbrook  has assumed thd
difficult task of reducing this complex-
ity of Quebec history for the juvenile
reader. The French Fmrudm  of North
.-l~nurim  and their  Iieritagr  has as its
purpose “to acknowledge the North
American debt to French pioneers who
openedup  andcivilizedavast  section of
our continent [and] to show the impact
that French New World history has had
30 Boolo  in Canada. May. 1977

on modern Canada.” Ms. Holbmok
relies heavily on French Canadian
books for bar perspective. She makes
the early years of exploration exciting,
never glossing over corruption orvenal-
ity. There is some difficulty in talescop~
ing the period from Lord Durham until
the Quiet Revolution into one chapter.
In hying to clarifyicurrent turmoil in
Quebec, Holbmok focuses on a few
indiqidusl responses, devoting an in-
ordinate amount of space to Pierre
VallZres. However, despite its flaws,
this book probably offers a more aceor-
ate vision of QuCbecois  history to
young readers than they have been
given in English up until now. 0
, -

She Never  Was Afraid: The Biog-
raphy of Annie Buller, by Louise
Wqtson. Progress Books, 129 pages,
$3.95 paper(ISBN0  91939631 3).

Toward Socialism: Selected Writ-
ings 1966-1976, by William Kashtan.
Progress  Books, 372 pages, $14.95
cloth(ISBN0 91939633 X)and$6.95
paper (ISBN 0 919396 32 I).

By IAN YOUNG

IN SEPTEMBER. 1931, the miners of the
Souris  coalfields in Saskatchewan went
on strike when the mine-owners re-
fused m negotiate changes in the appsll-
ing working conditions and what
amounted m enforced serfdom of the
miners’ families to the company store.
The strikers planned a parade and
public meeting to acquaint the other
local people with the issues involved in
the dispute.

The mine-owners and town officials,
determined to stop the parade, called in
a squad of RCMP to beef up the local
police force. When the miners’ marrh
reached the outskirts of Estevan, the
police and RCMP opened fira  with
maChine  guns. Three miners were
kille$.about  50 wounded. and when
the InJUred  were taken m the local
hospital, they were turned away by the

fo P=Y “a &ek in a&nce ” the
wounded had m be taken 50 m&s, m
Weybum. One died on the way.

As a result of the strike. union
organizer Annie Buller was triad
(twice) on a charge of inciting to riot,
and sentenced to a year’s solitary
confinement in the bleak North Battle-
ford prison. During the first trial, an
exasperated prosecutor complained:

“The accused has an obsession; she
doesn’t defend herself. she defends the
whole working class.” That was tha
atmosphere surrounding the labour
movement in Canada in the 1930s.

She Never R’as &mid  (the title is
from an old union song) is the biog-
raphy of Annie Buller, Canadian
communist and union organizer, and a
fighter of admirable toughness and
determination. Unhappily, she cannot
be said m have been much of a thinker.

When she tias imprisoned a second
time. it was - at least in part; Ms.
Watson’s book is uhclear on this point
-for opposing Canadian participation
in the Second World War. By the time
she was released, the Comunist Party
had done a 180-degree turn and was ’
posing as the champion of democracy
in the war against Hitler. Annie Bullar
strode into the struggle without a
qualm! And from the moment she
joined the Worker’s (that is, Commu-
nist) Party in 1922. she seems never m
have questioned awn one of its pro-
posals (no matter how unworkable), its
amazing twists and turns of policy (no -
matter how contradictory) or its support
of Moscow’s  program of calculated
carnage. A sturdy war-horse, Annie
Buller had her blinkers firmly fixed in
place-till thedayshedied in harness.

Miss Buller’s  blind devotion m the
tenets and tactics of the party doesn’t
bother Louise Watson, whose book is
in effect a hagiography of its subject -
and also of the par?v both women
belong m. Its style is adequate to its .
task and more than a little pedestrian.
The few articles of Amue Bullar’s
included as appendices are perfectly
ordinary in every way, diminishing
rather than enhancina one’s ooinions  of
MissBoIler.  - a

Even so. it is fine stuff cornoared to
the wearingly turgid and clichg-ridden
speeches of William Kashtan. General
Secratary  of the Communist Party of
Canada. There is at least one speech for
each year of the decade 1966-76 -
except for 1968, the year of the Russian
invasion of Czechoslovakia, which
Kashtan’s  patty continues to rational-
iaa. true m its tradition as one of the
most slavish of all the Moscow-line
parties. Not in this book though, where
the only reference to the East European
revolts is a one-line allusion to “un-
successful attempts m rasrnre  capital-
ism in [Hungary and Czechoslovakia]”
- an .untmth  too baldly stated m
convince anyone.

Towrd Socialism is, I suppose, the
book to read if you waot m know all
about the Canadian party’s (declared)
policies of the moment. General Secn-
tary  Ksshtan’s  book could help con-
vince one of the truth of Stephen
Lmcock’s  thesis that socialism would
only work in two places - Heaven.
where they don’t need it, and Hell,
where they have it already. 0
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Becoming Woman: The Quest for
Wl~oleness  in Female Experience. by
Penelope Washbourn. Fitzhemy &
WhitesIde.  174 pages. $9.40 cloth
tISBN 0 06 069259 6).

The Self-Help Guide to Divurw
Children Welfare. by Penelope Jahn
and Charles Cam bell. House of
Annnsi. I IO pages. B3.95 paper (ISBN
OSS7846122).

Herstory  1977: A Canadian
Women’s Calendar. by the Sas-
I;;ltehewan  Women’s Calendar Collec-
tive. 121 pages. $3.95 (ISBN 0 88830
I I3 81.

By ELEANOR WACHTEL

THE CRISIS approach !o life styles.
viewed positively as an opportunity for
personal growth. is again becoming a
popular notion. Do not despair that
your life is in a heap at your feet. that
your husband has run off with his
xuetnv. that you’ve been laid off; it
is somehow all for your own good.
Among these gloomy yea-sayers we
find Penelope Washboum who teaches
religion and women’s studies at the
University of Manitoba. In Becomirtg
Il’o~~znn.  she identifies IO crisis points
in the life of a woman and ‘campaigns
for greater acknowledgement and rec-
ognmon  of them as symbolic rites of
passage.

“The quest for wholeness” is a
spiritual one. Ateach  step. there are two
options: the graceful and the demonic.
growth or self-limitation. In that each
life crisis seems to pose the same
fundamental problems. Washbourn’s
approach becomes  repetitive. a re&-
rent refrain of the necessity todie and be
reborn. to reassess one’s worth. goals,
and identity. There is no sense that the
scqulsmon-ot  grace m coming through
one crisis is ofany help in meeting the
“ext.

Bccondng  Wmarn  is a dense book
with huvy doses of Erikson, Jung, and
many manyothels. Washboumdisplays
a rather random approach to anthm-
pologF “primitive people” aE trotted
out wahout nameororigin to illustratea
point. The gravity is relieved only by her
very personal reminiscences. which
reve;ll  a more human character than the
platitudes and “inspirations” might
imply.

For those facing the difficulty of
negotiatin8 the actual crisis of marital
breakdown. delinouent children. or
pnverty.  an cmine~tiy  practical &eat-
ment is 8iven in Penelope Jahn and

Charles Campbell’s Self-Help Gfdde
to Dirorce  Children We&we.  Some-
what mislabelled’since  it is more detini-
tional than self-help. this vade-mecum
through the labyrinth of Canadian fam-
ily law doesn’t assume, expect. or
recommknd  that you do-it-yourself. It
does try to tell you what you are up
against and what help you are likely to
need. The authors seek to make it
accessible to laymen and non-middle-
class types, with such deliberate collo-
quialisms as “Ifthe bum’s goneand lett
you” or “Obedience to your social
worker is the name of the game” and
other attempts at streetwise advice. The
result is a slight but useful book, clear
and informative. However, because
many of these matters fall underprovin-
cial  jurisdiction and so vary somewhat
across Canada, there is an acknowl-
edged Ontario bias.

Even if your year is free from these
kinds of crisis, it can still be a time for
increased awanmess.  You’ll have to
catch up on Abigail Becker, Judy
LaMarsh,  and Susan Margaret Gunn.
but ahead, in the 1911  appointment
book Herstory!  lie Thonadethur,
Savella Stechishm. and Margaret At-
wood: so it remains ivorthwhile to pick
up this  fourth edition of the Canadian
Women’s Calendar. A whimsical selec-
tion of modem and historical women
who have contribute’d  in the fields of
arts, sciences. and social welfare, pro-

vides the facing pages for your own
weekly schedule. And there’s an index
and bibliography at the back ifyou wish
to incorporate these figures  into it. The
theme this year is collective action. a
kind of theirstory. but happily we can
still read about the heroics of the
l8th-century  Chipewyan peacemaker.
Thanadelthur. 0
I ,

Under Proteclive  Surveillance. by
Mnrlis  Fleming, McClelland & Stew-
art, 317 pages. $10 cloth (ISBN
0771031564).

By ARCHIE  GRAHAM

t AM A layman when it comes to
understanding the financial world, but I
have yet to be lured by one of those
business ads that, for a price, guarantee
I can earn $30.000 while lying in bed
with jaundice. Perhaps I don’t want
money badly enough to be gullible
about giving it away to get more. For
the con man who runs such ads.
however, the money game is easy to

ROBERTSON DAVIES
The acclaimed Deptford  stories form a
unique trilogy and can be enjoyed on
their own. These books prove  that
‘Canadian literature  is no longer
daughter in her mother’s house but
mistress in her own.’ -Anthony
Burgess.
Fllh Business $1.95

The Manticora $1.95

World of Wonders $1.95

KENNETHMCNAUGHT
The University of Toronto professor
has up-dated the best  history of
Canada available to include 1976
eWlltS.

The Pelican History
of Canada 92.95

MORDECAI  RICHLER

With hls  notorious humour and wis-
dom, Mordecai  Richler tells us about
g&ing  up in Montreal.
The Saaet $1.95

Ths Apprenticeship
of Daddy Kravia $1.95

Rmguin  Books Canada  ILimited
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play. To begin with. he wants money so
badly he’s prepared to rip someone off
to get it. After that the formula is KISS
(“Keep It Simple, Stupid”). because
there are suckers galore who are just
&mooring to be bled. And what the
hell. why shouldn’t he bleed them?
Somebody will. If the law doesn’t
protect them against their own greed
and gullibility, that’s their pmblem.
They should learn to take care of
themselves. He sumives because he
works at it. Even when he loses hegoes
oat on his own and tries to put it all back
together again. He is a “pro with a
heart” who believes in “free enker-
prise.” which means he uses brain
without brawn to empty the public
coffers into his own pocket, as if the
lack of violence in the execution of the
theft somehow obliterates the erimi-
nality of the act.

to be caught in Tomnto.  Just like
Sergeant Reston,  the Horsemen al-
ways get their man.

Between the acts of this outrageous
drama, lhere are some important facts
revealed in the book. The author
de-mystifies the stock exchange, for
example. explaining sometimes In con-
vincing detail how her husband revived
moribund companies and set up phony
corporations to embezzle public funds.
Apparently, Canadian laws are lax
enough to permit the totally discreet
accumulation of a company’s stock to
gain absolute control. In this way,
organized crime and independent
hustlers swindle the nation out of
millions of dollars every year.

attempting to research this field. Since
by definition the “occult” means the
mysterious and hence is intrinsically
anti-establishment, it is to be expected
that’ there would be considerable
controversy among its proponents and
detractors.

Author Marlis  Fleming’s husband is
such a believer, and he is the central
figure in her book. Under Prorecdvc
Swwillancu.  Glen Fleming was a stock
distributor who manipulated the stock
market to pmduce enormous amounts
of money for his own pocket. But he
was captured in 1972  by the RCMP and
currentlv  lives “under protective sur-
veillanck” while testifying as a Crown
witness in the investigation of orga-
nized crime in Montreal. The author
writer under a pseudonym and all the
names in the book are changed for
obvious reaons.

A less surprising revelation concerns
the RCMP’s method of “protective
surveillance.” The latter includes
24-hour house guests, a shotgun rider
for the children to and from school. the
severance of links with relatives  and
friends, and total accountability of all
activities from the bedroom to the
shopping mall -or wherever else it is
necessary to venture. This is not shock-
ing news to most of us, but it is
unfortunate, and the author’s frequent
bitterness towards the federal police is
understandable.

The title. The Psvchic  Mafia.
s u g g e s t s  an exposb-of  a highly
organized operation that is domi-
nating the psychic scene for its own
nefarious interests. As such the litle
is somewhat misleading, for the
book menly offers the views of a
former fraudulent “spiritualist
medium” on the conjuring tricks of his
particular craft. The book’s pro-
tagonist, M. Lamar Keene. was an
avaricious psychic charlatan who had
become a key figure in the mainstream
of spiritualism in the U.S. as shotin by
his previous positions as a trustee of
both the infamous CnmpChestefield  in
Indiana (“spiritualism’s answer to
Disneyland”) and of the Universal
Spiritualist Association (a major
spiritualistic clergy-ordaining and
church-chartering organization). The
book is basically his confessions as
described by Allen Spmggett,  a noted
writer who specializes in covering the
occult scene.

Ms. Fleming’s work is an informa-
tive one. but it reads like the Scripts in
41 the TV cop shows you have ever
seen.  The plot sounds something like
this: enter with. wife and child from
south of the border one James Colby
D;mielson. ali+ J. C. McDaniels.  A. J.
h.IcCandless.  Glen Fleming, the Stock
Doctor. Leaving  a string of unpaid bills
totalling hundre.ds  of thousands in the
U.S. anp a reputation for stock market
“manipulation” that stretches farther
than the arm of the law. he bits the
Vancouver Stock Exchange like dyna-
mite that explodes all the way to
Montreal. The Stock Doctor finds him-
self in a “hustler’s heaven” filled with
blue-eyed Canadian angels. and he
can’t resist the easy pickings. He
conspires with another seasoned
Yankee ace to revive. by hook or by
crook. Pace Industries. a Yankee
operation that is running at a loss on the
VSE. But not so fast; those Canadian
angels are really devils in disguise. and
the deal is sabotaged when unaccount-
able stock is issued and the share prices
tumble. Not only that. but another of
the red-cheeked boys from the North
actunllv  demands his investment back
with biterest. or he’ll blow the whistle
on the whole operation and call in (no,
not Columbo. but guess who’?) the
Mounties. So the Stock Doctor
vamoores it out of the Wild West only
31 Books in Canada. May. lS77

Under Prorectiw  Sunvillonce  has a
wider appeal than the title suggests.
The revelations of the RCMP’s meth-
ods of loving care, while important, are
less significant than the warning this
book transmits to prospective investors.
The audacity and expertise of the con
men, coupled with the laxity of the law,
affords too little protection for the
stock-market novice: 0
, J

, .

Keene had represented himself as a
“spiritualist medium” who was able to
communicate with discarnate
“spirits.” In this book, he eolourfully
describes the ingenious tricks his trade
employs to convince the gullible
clients of the existence of psychic
powers and the spirit world. He also
briefly comments on the pathological
personality make-up of both his fellow
fraudulent necromancers  and of those
whom they succeed in conning-for it
takes two to tango. The term “psychic
mafia” is actually used in his reference
to the loosely organized network of
espionage by means of which
“mediums” can often obtain advance
information on their clients from their
fellow practitioners.

The Psychic Mafia,  by M. Lamar
Keene as told to Allen Spraggett,
Macmillan (St. Martin’s Press), 177
pages, SE.95  cloth (ISBN O-9000-
049-831.

BY HOWARD EISENBRRG

THE txct.tNe  OF institutional religion
and the weakening of the prevailing
materialistic philosophy has produced a
recenl  upsurge of interest in the “oc-
cult” in an attempt to find a more
satisfactory roison bEIre.

It is to be hoped that Allen Spraggett
will lend his formidable skills as an
investigative reporter to writing a se-
quel in which he could co~r  the even
more currently prevalent aspects of
psychic charlatanism perpetrated by
alleged “psychic healers” and those
high-powered hucksters who operate
“schools” to teach people how to
develop their own psychic powers by
means of unethical and potentially
dangerous techniques.

For some, the occult is but a
psychological crotch representing a
regression to a more primitive and
magical way of viewing the world.
Howeve.r. there are also a considerable
number of scientists, particularly the
parap’sychologists, tvho are seriously

This is certainly not the first expose
of the frauds in the spiritualist move
ment bul it does additionally provide a
good description of their bag of
tricks that should be helpful to those
novices who have an interest in attempt-
ing to consult with a genuine
“medium.” 0
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Enjoying  Canadian Painting, by
Peuicia  Godsell.  General Publishing,
272 Pages. $19.95 cloth (ISBN O-7736
0053-I 1.

Dorset  76: Cape Dorset  Annud
Graphics Collection, 1976. preface by
Alma Houston. M.F. Feheley Pub-
li;hiy 53 pages, (ISBN 0-919880-

By BARHY  LORD

ONLP  CANA~ANS who enjoy e pror-
meted nttional  insult (and mtfortu-
nrtely  there me some)  will enjoy
Enjo_ring  Camdim Pninfing.  The title,
inflected in actisp Britishaccent, ought
to be “Enjoying Reminiscences of
Europeen  Peinting.  as Suggested by
Vurious  Colonial Examples.”

English-born and Oxford-trrdned,
Putricis  Godsell  came to this outpost 25
years  ego end favoumd  the local in-
hubitcnts  a1 Carleton University with
her lectures on the history of art nnd its
“;lpprecietion.”  Now, even though she

has  moved on to e far less fortunate
colony, es the wife of our High Com-
missioner to Bangladesh, she has left
behind her compendium of a British
schoolgirl’s remarks about our culture.

The colonial put-down has  been
practised  often enough, ‘but Godsell
perfects it-. Her formula is to introduce e
Cunsdinn  painting and then pass on
quickly to fill her pages wtth nrt-
historical generalities about the Eum-
pean ettist  that the Canadian reminds
her of. Arthur Lismer’s  “September
Gale.” for example, occasions u lec-
ture on Van Gogh; Frederick Verner’s
icture of e buffslo  on the pmirie  sets

!er chattering about the saccharine
house-pet paintings of the British Vic-
torian artist, Landseer;  or William
Brymner’s  large cunveses  may remind
her, for no particulur  reason, of the
miniature painting of the obscure
French aendemic.  Ernest Meissonier.

Of course all this imperial free-
associution  must be made to look like
the stuff of utt history. So each “com-
parison” has to be qualified with ed-
missions that there .msy be no direct
relution  between these artists-in fact,
theCanadian  artist  may never even have
beard of his supposed imperial master.
No mutter: hang him enyway.  As she
notes after hypothesizing a porticulerly
irrelevant connection between our
mid- 19th~century  genm  puinter  Robert
Todd and the British horse puinter

George Stubbs. “It is unreasonable to
compute Todd with Stubbs. because
Stubbs wts  e gtuat  artist and  fer
suprrior  to the uverage  home painter.”

Tlte advantage of thii approach for
‘Godsell  is that she seldom has to strain

her eyes to look at “avemge”  Canadian
art. Our English schoolmistress is a bit .
embarrassed by the attention we have
accorded  to Tom Thomson, Emily
Cerr,  and the Group of Seven. But she
minimizes the impact of Thomson by
neglecting to mention his brilliant oil
sketches,. end by reproducing  tt weak
decomtive  panel he did in en off
moment. As for Emily Carr.  Godsell
complains that we have made her into
“almost u national heroine,” end es-
sums us that  Emily would not at all like
being “fashionable” in this way. Our
suthor  manages to mis-date an impor-
tam Carr  dmwing  by us much as 20
years, but us always she is ready with
her European ‘&uuce  book” for our
notes.

The realism of Thomson, and the
fact that realism is at the core of
Canadian puinting,  escapes her com-
pletely. Incredibly, the word
“reslism”  occurs neither in her index
nor in her six-page glossary of stylistic
terms. She deplores the popularity of
“genre scenes based  on sad, sentimen-
tal little stories., such es [George]
Reid’s ‘Mortgagmg  the Homestead’.”
But what is “sentimentsl”  about Reid

New Spring Titles From KIDSHELF

tT’S THE EASTER BEAGLE, CHARLlE BROWN by
Charles M. Schulz. Snoopy is at it again  - truing  to
liven  up everyone’s Easter.  Also a greet holiday TV
special. FunjoraUages  $1.35.

DISCOVERING STAMPS by Bryan  Buchon:  A fully_
illustrated first stamp book for would-be wuw  collectors.

., -

For oges8 and UP. $1.88.

Till5  ClTY BEYOND THE GATES, by N. Roy Clifton
What lies beyond the Fence? When Jauey decides to find
out, she enters a strange  world where nature has
been replaced by machinery.  An inuoMn8sciencelicfiou
thrilferfor  ages 8 and UP. $1.88.

CHILDREN’S PAPERBACKS FROM KIDSHELF:
ASH FOR THEM AT YOUR BOOHBTORE
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r&istically  documenting what acfually
hsooened  to hi own father on the Reid
fa&y  farm? She deals even more
expeditiously with the major social
realist of the 1930s. Miller Brlthin,
simply by leaving him out of her book.

Instead. she continues with the
apotheosis of John Lyman, a second-
rate American-born artist who was the
apostle of “modern art” in Montreal in
the 1930s and ’40s.  Lyman. we are
assured,  “was  an artist of considerable
importance in the development of mod-
em art in Canada. In fact, he was the
1:cy figure in a movement that led away
fmm the patriotic painting of the Group
of Seven.” The group. she admits,
“was  deeply concerned with painting
Canada for Canadhns.”  But “in John
Lyman’s opinion this was a dangerous
aim for other artists to follow. It could
lead to paintings that were only pleas-
ing pictures and had no serious mean-
ing m the language of art.” Even today,
our national landscape art certainly is
“dangerous” to some pepple  in this
colony. and it obviously does. have
“serious meaning” in a language other
than that of %rt,” as understood by
Godsell.

conjectures that Jean-Paul Riopelle  in
Pans may have been influenced by New
York’s Iackson’Pollock.  and imagines
brush strokes where there are none on a
canvas by Jack Bush. Errors and mis-
interpre.tati,ons  abound. Nevertheless,
like all compmdors.  she is delighted to
see “modem” Canadiin  elf looking so
much like its U.S. model, and leaves us
with the comforting lie that “Canadian
art catt  now take its place in the world.
Whether or not it can be identified as
typically Canadian is open to question,
but there is no doubt that Canada has
artists today who are respected in wery
nation.” Well. ever” nation that
coums,  eh?

The Lyman introduction only leads
her to wax rhapsodic later on about the
advent  of American-style abstraction.
She is at the service of another empire
here. and is not nearly so sure of

There is. of iourse. no discussion of
the art market that re&tes  this imper-
ial circus. Nor is Godsell  so vul ar as to

8;.mention sordid patronage an tts ef-
fects  on the artist at any point in our art
history. As to the reasonable demands
of Canadian artists today that they be
paid for reproductions of their work,
they are airily dismissed by hex remark
in the preface that “many artists have
most graciously allowed me to repm-
duce their work without a fee.” The
colour  is lousy anyway (it is mostly too
red), but if you do pay $19.95 for this
tea-timecomwsation piece it is “nice”
to -know tha!_none  of .you[ money is
going to any “gracious” artists.

By contrast, Dorser 76 offers
herself. So, for instance. she wrongly magnificent reproductions of last year’s
,I II

More and more Canadians are demat&ng  information on the Iaw.
They want to know their  rights,  but until now it has been very difficult
to find the dght ktnd of informatlon.  It does exist, finding it has been
the problem.

Recowidna  the need for a blbliotnaphv  of Canadian lesal mated&
des&ed  e&ctally  for non-law lit&&~  the Canadian L&J Informa-
tion ComxIl  has commissioned A Bibliogmphy  of Canadian L.egol
Matetiols.  A bilingual  pttbllcation,  this title will give you easy ac.ccoss  to
end understanding of the maze of legel Informalion presently
available.

For your copy of A Bibliography of Canadian Legal  MotetloIs
by G. D&ha. wtte to:

Buttsnvmth  &Co (Canada) Ltd.,
2265 MdIand  Ave..
!3c;b&;ugh,  Ont

Publication Date Apdll977
(416) 292-1421 Approstmate  Pdce $12.95 112 pager

lithographs and engravings by the In-
nuit  artists of Cape  Dorset. Even so. the
most moving pictures in this impecca-
bly designed little volume ate the
perceptive photographs of the artists by
Tessh Macintosh.  The text is skim y.
and you have to ignore such fomxt!ist
gibberish in Alma Houston’s preface
as, “One senses his careful and know-
ing approach  to the reality of a piece of
paper.” But at the back of the book are
some telling quotations from the artists
themselves. My favourite  is Pudlo
Pudlat’s: “With the money I earn from
drawing for the Co-operative,. I buy
fmm the Co-operative store. I buy the
items 1 can afford. I do not buy
expensive items.“There is more reality
for every artist in Canada in those three
sentences than in all of Patricia
Godsell’s book. q
1 t

The Relation Between Physical
and Mental Illness, by Michael Robin
Eastwood. U of T Press, 119 pages,
$10 cloth (ISBN 0 8020 3323 7).

Man and the &ologIcal Revolu-
tion, edited by Robert H. Haynes, York
University. I02 pages, $6.50 cloth
(ISBN 0 919604 23 4) and $4 paper

(ISBN 0 919604 24 2).

By RICHARD LUBBOCK

00 “TYPE A” personalities really suffer
more healt attacks and does worry
actually lead to ulcers? Dr. Michael
Eastwood’s sober report. The R&don
Eerween  Phwicalond  Mewal  Illness. is
a careful. &tious  scientific discuss&
of a field study that investigates this
problem.

The book bristles with the statistical
apparatus of chi-square tests and stand-
ard deviations, and makes the general
reader yearn for what Senator Muskie
calls “onchgnded scientists,” scien-
tists who do not offer inscrutable
judgements of the form “cm the one
hand . . . but on the other.” In the end.
though. Dr. Eastwood  does unbend
enough to utter gingerly the declarative
statement: “There is a positive associa-
tion between psychiatrik  and physical
disease.” This is a stem book’ for
professionals and will shed no light on
Ihe stiology  of your sinus headaches. I
cancert~inly seeitassleamedpaperina
scientific ioumal. althowh I am not

1 qualified tz judge whether% was worthy
oftheexpenseanddignity6fpublication
between hard cbvers.

If Eastwood’s book is hard science,
then Mart  nrrd rhe Biological Rcvolu-
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don is pop-scientifico-philosophical
mzzmatazz.  It is a collection of York
University’s Frank Gerstein Lectures of
1973-74.  I don’t envy  the York savants
who were  compelled to cobble together
thisumvieldymish-mashatthebehestof
theGersteinFoundalion.Theychosefor
their theme the intellectual fallout that
followed the scientific “Darwin Cata.+
tmphe,”  and invited four windy super-
stars of the trendy-lecture circuit to
effuse all over it.

Whereas Dr. Eastwood’s research is
new and unique, each of the Gerstein
Lectures gives the impression of having
been delivered a thousand times before
at a thousand different universities,  and
simply retouched for the occasion, as
though the spea!ws  were stand-up
comics adapting their shtlcks for Al
Schwartz’s El Flamenco Room in
Akron. Ohio.

Geneticist Theodosius Dobzhanski
touches on culture, genetic engineer-
ing, and eugenics. Psychobiologist
Roger Sperry  grapples clumsily with
free will and the mind-body problem,
veers off inm the familiar differences
between our right and left cerebral
hemispheres, and skids to a halt on a
one-sentence attempt to relate all that to
education. The master heart surgeon
Michael DeBakey  wisely sticks to fas-
cinating anecdotes about heart surgery.
And economist Kenneth Boulding  de-
livers a lightly veiled plea for even  more
welfare statism.

In the Gerstein Lectures there is
hardly a thought that has not been better
stated elsewhere. And surely Dr.
Enstwood’s  objective monograph can
find a place only on the shelves of a few
professional libraries. Query: Are these
books really necessary? 0

by Len Gasparlni

In the fine tradition of Wystan Hugh,
our latier-day  show-off knocks a few

IT’S AMAZING  how many books of
poetry come into this office. There most
be a multitude of poets out there. A
friend remarked recently: “Throw a
stone-bit a poet.” Well. I’d like to
preface this column with some astute
comments by W. H. Auden  regarding
the reviewing of books that one would
prefer to pass cwer  in silence. “Attack-
ing bad books,” he said. “is not only a
waste of time but also bad for the
character. If I find a book really bad, the
only interest I can derive from writing
about it has to come fmm myself, from
such display of intelligence, wit and
malice as I can contrive. One cannot
ff;i”  a .bad book without show.ing

. AsIde from t h e  psychological
insight contained in this passage, there
ismuch lightcast on thecritic. So. at the
expense of showing off occasionally,
here I go.

Multiple Choices: New and
5elecled  Peems,  1951-1976,  by Harry
Howith (Mosaic Press, $3.95 paper).
There is a great deal of elfin wit at play
in this volume of poems. Howith  has
assembled his favourite  poems from five
previous collections and grouped them
under thematic headings. A sense of.
bravum strides through  his wprk,  and
the poetic instinct is always keen. Some
of the poems cough and spotter trite
lines. but their energy of form carries
them. for the most
particularly enjoy his ”E

art. uphill. I
tudy in Mauve

cndChorconl.”  lonly wish that moreof

his poems could express the same
lyricism.

Within the Wound, by Fraser
Sutherland (Northern Journey Press.
paper unpriced) is a pamphlet that
contains some extremely good verse.
I’m referring to such poems as
“Auden’s  Face,” “Mothers of Small
Children,” and “Madwomen.”
Sutherland is a slow., meticulous poet.
but his cratkmanshp  is evident. I’m
looking forward m seeing a much larger
collection.

To Feed the Sun, by Brian Pordy
(Three Trees press, $3.50 paper). This
book is a delightful package of sur-
prises. There is some Dylan Thomas
mfluenceinpoemssuchas”Childhood:
One.” But thejoyful imagery and facile
rhythm it works with are enough to
makeone  overlookanygnarly  shoulder.
What most impresses me about Purdy’s
verse is the unobstructed flow of syntax:
“The orchards are big with peaches
no-onepicks. ” “City I have you exactly
where you want me/in the sooty  palm of
a love 1 would not choose.” He knows
how to use the hendccasyllable line
musically and his rich lexical range
gives him a certain freedom that is
enviable in a poet his age.

30 (Some Odd) Poems, by George
Miller (Three Trees Press, $3.95 paper)
is another interesting book. It displays a
deftly surreal touch that could be inter-
pretedas alogicofmetaphoropposed to
the logic of rational thought. A good

One of Canada’s leadlng  hlstcrians
and pclltlcal  commentatcrs  lr?ces  the
evolution of Ihe Parli  queb6becols  fmn
its beginnings uptc  lhe presenL  Thle
axxcuct, collected from yearly pclitlcal
sutveys  criglnally  publlshad  In the
Canadian Annual Revlaw  belween
1967 and 1975.  provides acomplete
and objective narrative of Ihe party’s
hfflory  and its cantext  In Ouebec poli-
tics and society. Saywell draws the
stcry together with a licking narrative
and a flnal chapter on 1976  and Ihe
events surmunding  the party’s stun-
ning victory in the November ekctlln.
This is essential  reading for all con-
cerned aboutthede.stlnyofQuebec
and of Canada. 1612.50  cloth. $5.95
paper

Patterns and problems
Edited by Benjamin Schlesinger

Thls ccllectlcn  of papers, written by
specialists  In a varlaty cl flelds.  la the
first Canadian bock devoted tc the
study cf sexual behaviour.  The papers
present a general view of sexual attl-
tudes  and  currant  sex research in
Canada as well as  more specialized
studies  of sexuality  and the life cycle,
sexual behavfcur  amcng  selected
groups such as homosexuals and
transsexuals. sexuality  and the law.
and education fcr sexuali~.  II is an
ideal source  book for pmfessionals  in
many fields, including medicine. nurs-
ing, social work. family life studies.
socicl?gy.  psychology. and psychlaby.
The book Includes ac extecslve  listing
of resource material. $15.00 cloth.
56.95 paper
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example  is Miller’s poem “Back to
BockLSD.“Theotherpoemswearabit
after several readings. But there is great
verve and irony here; and the book’s
cover design  is most unusual.

Ctctomi. by Andrew Suknaski. with
drawings by William Johnson (Thistle-
down Press. $3 paper). Strictly speak-
ing. this is not acollection ofpoems  but
rather a retelling of fanciful Indian
stories. Suknaski has probably done
more to advance the cause of Indian
culture than Stanley Park has done for
the totem pole. The government could
really use hi. Johnson’s fine drawings
show a genuine love  for nature.

The Crows Prince Waits  for a
Train. by Tim Inkster. and Poems for
American Daughters. by C. H. GIX-
vaistbothPorcupine’sQuill.eachS2.95
paper) are unpretentious pamphlets of
poesy. The title of Inkster’s  offering
remindsmeofaroyalitinerary.  Someof
the stuff is mellow and lyrical, espe-
cially “From a Woodcut Found in a
Well-lit Room.” I like that title. The
other poems are too slack and predicta-
ble. -

Gervais’  poetry is strong  on sensibil-
ity and thin on style. His poems lack
rhythm and force. I think that “Charles
Atlas.” the onlv lone poem in his
collection. comes out die Irat.

The Land They Occupied. by John
Flood (Porcupine’s Quill. paper un-
pricedi.  Flood. the editor of Boreal. a
livrlylittlemagin NorthernOntario,  ha!
given us a series of poems from an
historical perspective on the plight of
the Indians. In his prefacr he says:
“Today it is evident that what the
Indians were giving away was their
birthright as well as their right to live
according to the design of their cul-
we.” In other words. the government
swindled them lock. stock. and barrel.
Flood’s poems are a grim reminder,
poignantly expressed. We use the word
“Indian.” he says.

Wordsf&rL.oveQ  Hate& theLong
Nights In Between. by Anita Latner
(Lester  & Orpen;  85.95  cloth). How a
reputable publishing house could put
outabookofsuchpretentiouspapasthis
one is completely beyond me. It should
bc banned. I have to blame the pub-
lishers for this garbage. It is the worst
collection of drivel I have ever had to
review.  Ugh!

T%oPoems  fora lblanitoullnlsland
Canada Day. by Lionel’ Kearns
!Blewointment Press, $1.50 paper) is a
long satire in which a McDonald’s
hamburger replaces the beaver as our
national symbol. A very funny and
36 Books tn Canada. May, 1977

readable book: Keams’ invective con-
tains a lot of piquant relish.

Finally, I’d like toput a word in here

I only have one litmag to mention in
for Dreadnaught Press in Toronto. They

this column. It is Black Moss, edited by
have been printing some beautiful

MartyGewais.RR  l,Coalsworth.Gnt.
broadsides of poems in their 52 Pickup

This mag comes  out twice a year and
series. I’ve been told that they are going

contains poetry, critical articles, inter-
into a second  series, and anyone in-

views: photos, and book reviews. Sub-
terested should contact.Greg  Gatenby,

scriptlons  are $6 per year. The typeface
130 MacPherson  Ave., Apt. 13. To-
mnto.

is tiny but the contents are first-rate. That’s all. folks. q

fffiE%fi ~qwc3&&BanS by Davld Helwig
, . . . .-.--- - -.-...-

A son rises in the East, a driier from
the middle, and a Jung set in the West

Goodbye Momma, by Tom Moore,
Breakwater, 70 pages, $7.95 cloth
(ISBN  0 919948 19 7) and $3.95 paper
(ISBN 0 919948 18 9).

Lockwood. by Joseph Suessmuth,
Collins, 202 pages, $9.95 cloth (ISBN
0 00 222085 7).

Two Strand River, by Keith Mail-
lard.  Press Por&pic,  267 pages, $8.95
cloth (ISBN  0 88878 088 5).

IN MY MIND’S eye. there is a map of
Canada, an outline in black and white
that is gradually being filled in with
colour and texture as the country is
created in the imagination of its writers.
Psr~s  of the map already have a good
deal ofcolourand  texture. Par% arestill
blank, but these areas are becoming
smaller and fewer.

In the last few years. the map of
Newfoundland has filled in a lot. Part of
the burst of recent publication is
Goodbye Mornma,  a fiat novel by Tom
Moore. The book tells thestory  of Felix
Ryan.,  a young boy born in an outport
(sigmficantly named Delight) to a local
girl who has married a shilor  who hails
from  the Canadian West.

When his father, at the end of the
Second World War, takes a job with a
company that specializes in the con-
struction and maintenance of com-
munication towers, Felix and his
mother settle with her parents. The
grandfather is B great  local story-teller:

Gnndpa  would never  &in a story without
pmmping  and mcmm$mcnt from his
audience. I can  see  now that hc told these
stories mainly for Grandma’s amwmmt.
He FPI her true love even up ta the crucln~
exwemiliej of old qe.

Walt Ryan, Felix’s serious and sober
Canadian father, is almost an intruder
in this household where the boy is
surrounded with a’.warm and unde-
manding affection.

The boy’s mother dies of tuber-

culosis and at first Felix seems almost
untouched by her death; he is pre-
occupied by the complicated politics of
his friendships. But when. a few
months later. his father returns with
plSt-6  for remarriage. Felix feels angry,
bitter, betrayed. The balance of the
book deals with the way he and his
father gradually come to terms with
their new relationship.

Goodbye -Monono  is a straight-
forward story that combines an un-
obtrusive feeling of place with a tender
but gritty and unsentimental vision of
human life. At the end of the book,
Felix says goodbye to the memory of
his mother and with it to the link with
his grandfather and the past. He accepts
a commitment to the future with his
humane but humourless  Canadian
father. His history is perhaps a
metaphor for Newfoundland’s,

Not jurt physical regions, of course,
are gradually filled in on my imaginary
map. Joseph Suessmuth’s  Lockwood
moves from  Toronto to the U.S. and
parts of Europe.  but what it adds to my
map is a fictional version of a region of
society, the spon or mcrcation  or
obsesslon (depending on your point of
view) of automobile racing. For the
book’s hero, Peter Lockwood., racing is
an obsession. At the beginntng of the
book he is in debt. scheming, bormw-
ing. and cheating to put together a car
for Group 7 races within his own area.
At the end of the book, he is an
international celebrity driving Formula
1 cars  with the best in the world:

This was the CISCM  of what  they were
dobw Tbii wm battling to the limits of
skill and couny  where no mismke was
permiued  and none was forgiven. II was a
psychoto

.I
ical bade whine tcr&tc  pm+

sure  mS I do the work when alI else  war
n~3enouSh.

_

1 know very little about csrs except
that I no longerenjoy  driving one. and

.._.. _.. . _-_ __.  ________._._

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Tom+Moore
http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Joseph+Suessmuth
http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Keith+Maillard
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it’s a tribute  to the book’s commitment
that it made me feel interested and
involved in Lockwood’s career. The
characterizations are simple, but the
people are less imliortant than the
machines and not meant to be as
complex. I don’t know what a better-
informed reader would think of the
book, but 1 found it a pleasant
entertainment. I approve of Canadian
popular heroes who end up on top.

The physical geography of Keith
Maillard’s  Two Slrarrd  River is Van-
couver and the northern wilderness of
Vancouver Island, and while he hnnd-
Ies the places well, he clearly also
means the book to be a journey to the
interior. not of a landscape, but of
human sexual identity. In a note at the
end of the book, Maillard gives some
indicmion of the extensive research he
did for the project. but his information
is well digested. Maillard works well
within the sensibilities of his charac-
ters, whatever their sexual persuasion.

The book’s two central characters
are Leslie. a masculine young woman,
and Alan. a feminine young man; but of
cuutse  “masculine” and “feminine”
soon become inadequate words in dis-
cussion of a book that sees all human
sexuality as a “two strand river” in
which distinctions are partial or tem-
porary.

Leslie is a former Olympic swim-
mer. ill at ease with herself. herjob.  the
remnaots  of her athletic career; Alan is
a hairdresser who is taking on more sod
more of the elements of femininity, yei
doesn’t enjoy homosexual loving.
From the beginning of the book, we
sense that Leslie and Alan belong
together. but they meet only on the last

page after each has gone through the
experience of confmnting the magic
wilderness and surviving some kind of
psychic death and rebirth.

There are other Characters-Alan’s
family in particular - and there is
enough plot interest that George Fre-
derick Blurb (you know him, the man
who writes the really absurd book
jackets for all our publishers) is not
altogether crackers (though perhaps a
little short on literary tact) when he
refers to Maillard’s  hook as *‘a dam
good read.”

While the book is consistently well
written, I find that its statement of the
characters’ pmblcms is more interest-
ing that its solutions. Wilderness
magic, psychic death and rebiih, con-
frontation with terrifying totems of the
primitive past are becoming rather
conventional elements in the construc-
tion of Canadian fiction. These themes
often strike me as expressions of what
has been wished rather than what has
been lived. They are footnotes to Jung.
and Jung is a spiritual sentimentalist.

Two Sfmrzd  River sets out to COMT  a
fairly wide spectrum of human sexual
feeling. and its greatest success is
Maillord’s ability to do that convinc-
ingly. It’s worth mentioning, as com-
ment rather than criticism, that I think
the book leans. toward a female or
feminine reality. And that the
“straight” men are perhaps the least
interesting characters in it.

Still, it was a book that for some
reason (perhaps the design of the cover)
1 expected not to like, but once started,
1 found it won my respect and held, my
,intere.st.  It opened up at least one or two
new townshtps  of the mind. Cl

Because of the ones that got away, Seal
Books will have to think as well as thwim

ONE DF THE silliest but most enduring
myths about the domestic paperback
market ir’ that Canadian authors just
aren’t capable of writing for it. AI-
though the origins of this attitude can
largely be attributed to the economic
dominance of American and British
firms, as has been spelIed  out in detail
earlier in this issue. we should not
overlook t)e  glaring lack of enterprise
on the part of Canadian-owned publish-
ing houses. With few exceptions, the
latter have behaved as if the cheap
soft-uover  book was a disgustingly

vulgar object best left to those pushy
foreign types; how much more satisfy-
ing: (and safe) to comply with the
requirements of provincial textbook
adjudicating agencies, or to se@ce the
small but reliable markets for the
memoirs of retired niinisters  and recol-
lections of early days in Flannelmouth
Township.

As a result, many of our finest
authors got away to the friendlier arms
of foreign-owned firms. I have no idea
as to how strenuously Marie-Claire
Blais’s agent attempted to find adomes-
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tic publisher for SI. Lowrence Blues,
The Manuscripis  of Pauline Archange,

rn~lrirr7 and A Season in rhe Life of Emmanuel
but in anv event

$6.95 CLOTH
‘This  is more true, in its depiction,
:han  other prepared works; this is
,017 It truly feels to be a child caught
,p in the maelstrom of cruelty, war
md destruction.”

Han Suyin

GAGE PIJiLISHING
16.I  COl%IivIANDER BLVD.
AGINCOURT, ONTARIO
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ihe  appropriate adjectives. but suffice $

I

ay thatshe writes absolutely riveting
prose that presents ‘colourful  social
canvases and the internal workings of
tortured osvches with eaual facilitv.

Bantam’s gain.
Along with the authors. a few pub-

lishing houses got away as well. Before
Ryerson Press was sold m McGraw-
Hill, several Canadian timIs turned
down the chance m acquire a backlist
that included many of the classics of
our literature and history: Now
McGraw-Hill Ryerson is begmning to
reprint some of these in attractive
over-size formats, and you can bet
that they’re doing it because they think
it’s a profitable proposition. Selwyn
Dewdney’s ed i t i on  o f  Norval
Morriseau’s  Legends of My People:
The Great  Ojibwq  and Helen
Creighton’s collection of Maritimea
folk tales, BIuenose Glmsfs  (each
$4.95) present eminently readable ac-
counts of fundamental aspects of the
Canadian heritage, and one can only
hope that those who passed up the
chance to acquire such material will
lose a few nights’ sleep prior to their
neat manifesto of demands for in-
creased government grants nnd favour-
able legislation.

,~~j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
pt. the recent offerings of three of the
major soft-cover publishers tends to
confirm  the less-than-optimistic con-
clusions drawn in previous manifesta-
tions of this column. PaperJacks easily
leads the field with a varied list that
combines broad appeal with reasonable
standards of literary quality, typified  by
the racy popular history of John S.
Crosbie’s The Incredible Mrs.
Chadwick, the Gothic-with-a-touch-
of-class delights of Phyllis Brett
Young’s Peycbe  and the war-as-farce
musings of Donald Jack’s 11’s  Afe
Again, the third volume of “The Bandy
Papers” (each $1.95). The covers are
atnactive.  the price is right. and Paper-
Jacks doesn’t publish anything you’d
be ashamed to read on a medium-length
bus trip or a weekend at the cottage.

As for McClelland & Stewart, any
comment must be teinpered  by the
realization that the Seal Books deal
with B?ntam  should finally get them
into the maas  market in a meaningful
way. Duly tempered, we may then

. ~_~_.. _~~_I_ ~. I-_;-.. -. __---. _ __

proceed to observe  that The Poems  of
Al Purdy  ($1.50) does what many of
its companion New Canadian Library
title5 have failed to accomplish: it pre-
sents a serious writer in a non-forbid-
ding manner. with a short, pithy intm-
duction  by the author replacing the
more usual academic noodlings  that
have probably scared off momreaders
than even the series’ uniformly an-
attractive  covers. Margaret Laurence’s
The Propher’s  Camel Bell ($3.95).  on
the other hand, has been issued in an
unnecessarily large format that will
only serve to limit the sales of a book
that would have been a sure best seller
as a $1.95 pocket-sired volume, as is
Bantam’s edition of 7%~ Diviners.
We’ll wish Seal Books good luck
anyway, which it will certainly need
since it will have to think as well as
thwim.

The most disappointing entry in the
paperback sweepstakes has been Totem
Books. Most Totem releases seem to
exemplify a determined effort to find
the lowest common denominator of
public taste. In the’casc  of Winged
War&e ($1.95). the memoirs of First
World Warfighterace  Billy Bishop, his
bloodthirsty, racist, and in most other
respects objectionable narrative
qualifies as a minor historical docu-
ment, and I suppose there is some
justification for publishing it; the same
cannot be said for Norman Hartley’s
fictional thriller The Viking Process
($1.95). equally mindless but without
the context of a shooting warm explain
away its viciousness, and about as
distasteful a book as you’ll find  this side
of R. Lance Hill, another Totem
author. I Beg to Difir (S2.25)  collects
the Weekend Magazine columns of
Frank Lowe into a book that reads just
as you would expect it to-sort of like
starting the day with 87 bowls of cream
of wheat-but is at least a relief fmm
the unrelenting nastiness of the above;
and the only recent Totem title I can
even mildly recommend is David.E.
Lewis’s A Lover Needr  a Guitar
($1.95). unpretentious stories of Nova
Scotia small-town life that have the
same attractions as leafing through an
album of old family photographs. It’s a
dreary rec&d. and one that your =
viewer m&y be unable to continue to
follow on grounds of advancing literary
indigestion.

The mixed results achieved by some
of the larger publishers indicate the
difficulties of trying to muscle yourway
into an’ already crowded market. But
that doesn’t seem to be deterring  two of
our smaller presses. Talonbooks has
just brought out a reasonably priced
($2.95) reprint of Audrey Thomas’s
Songs My ~%fmher  Taught Me. asuperb
evocation of growing up degree by
painful degree that you should badger
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your bookseller into stocking. And the
founh edition of Anansi’s Luw Law
Lmv ($2.95  compiled by Clayton
Ruby. Lynn King. Paul Copeland, and
Greg King) updates a volume that is
both extremely useful and a convincing

argument for the necessity of a Cana-
dian Bill ofRights with teeth in it. Both
are inexpensive, valuable and IIECCS-
sorj books, and that’s the way it should
always be in the best of all possible
paperback worlds. Cl

by Morris Wolfe

A bit of humour, a bit of history, and
a remarkable theory on the causes of idiocy

I’VE JUST finished the funniest book
I’ve read in a long time. I kept laughing
out loud and insisted on reading pass-
a8es to anyone within nnge of my
voice. (When I’m at home, I have a
three-mom range.) The book is Wanna
Fight, Kid? by Chester Duncan
(Queenston Books, 168 pages, 56.95).
Although it was published in 1975, I
didn’t know it existed until a friend
loaned me a copy a few weeks ago.
Duncan. who teaches English at the
University of Manitoba. is also a com-
poser. but is probably best known for
his regular appearances on CBC-Radio
programs such as Cririca/ly  Speaking
and Passing Show. Duncan’s reminis-
cences about his boyhood and his
comments about the problems of trying
to be a composer in WinnipFg arc a
delight. Here is Duncan, for Instance,
on the subject of his ineptitude in
Manual Training: “For about six
months we had been working on a
foot-stool for Mum. and I had bee‘n
hacking away at the thing with chisels
and saws and planes until it looked like
some interesting archeological find -
some kind of battered relic of Ancient
Man. When the time came for us to fit
the pieces together I had an awful time
becabse hardly anything fit. but I
persisted in a kind of panic, pulling and
hitting it and violently glueing the legs
on to the thighs. Finally the thing -
uembled and was still. In one iece.
Gingerly I took it to the front or theP
instructor’s inspection. Mr. Hamm
smiled a little and then took my foot-
stool in his hands and said quiedy.
‘What’s it supposed to be?’ ‘A foot-
stool for Mum.’ I answered. ‘No it
isn’t,’ he said and with a slight mow
ment he exerted enough pressure on it
to break it all apart, and in a moment it
was splattered on the floor like a pile of
kindling.” Or here is Duncan on the
subject of his first lecture as a university
English tea&x “When I walked intb
my first lecture-theatn I was about as
sick and nervous as it was possible to
be. I was laden with books and notes
which I found difficult to carry in my
weakness. I started at a terrific rate and
in 15 minutes it was all over. The

lecture period was 50 minutes long, but
I had used up all my golden words in
15! Everything I knew about the whole
of English literature from Chaucer to
Eliot I had lavished on thii class, and I

had seven more lectures to go that
w&k.” “Being a composer in Win-

” writes Duncan “is almost a
%%diction in terms & like that old
school problem in phyiics: is the sound
still there if no one hears it?” He says
he spent a great deal of his time “trying
to get [his] compositions on the air so
that all Manitoba could enjoy them as
much as [he] did.” Great stuff.

* b; 0
A Man of Our Times: The Life-
History of B Japanese Canadian
Fisherman. by Rolf Knight and Maya
Koizumi (New Star Books, 135 pages,
$3.95 paper), makes for a fascinating
bit of reading. It avoids the stereotype
of so many ethnic histories. “The
recipe for many such tales,” says the
introduction, “involves a mention of
first settlers (usually pictured as awe-
struck peasants), an account of initial
hardships overcome by hard work and
frugality, an invariable commitment to

Tpolitical  quiescence and conservatism.
and an ultimate pay-off of modest
financial security and of increasing
numbers of the second generation enter-
ing the middleclass.  Further obligatory
ingredients include allusions to unique
culturql values . . . descriptions of
wonderfully warm and strong family
ties, traditional ceremonials . . . and
colourful  song and dance routines. Top
off with the mention of a few Horatio
Alger notables and a reduced list of
‘contributions to Canadian culture’.”
Instead what we have here is an extra-
ordinary bit of oral history - the life
story of Ryuichi Yoshida, a man who
came to Canada in 1910 at the age of
23. Yoshida worked as a fisherman, a
logger and as a factory worker; he
organized Japanese workers. managed
a Japanese labour newspaper and
fought for years. mostly unsuccess-
folly, against the racism of white trade
unions. The book ends with an un-
necessary but touching apology: “My
life has been sort of trivial. I feel sorry

for the readers. . . . I don’t think I had a
particularly unusual life.”

8 + 1:
I RECENTLY  rediscovered on my shelves
a marvelloos  Women’s Christian Tem-
perance Union tract bought some years
ago in a junk store. The book. titled
Eugenics: Nature’s Secrets Re-
vealed, was written by W. J. Truitt,
M.D., and was published in 1920.
ACCording to the title page, the book
offers “Vital Information for the Mar-
ried and Marriageable of All Ages; a
Word at the Right Time to the Boy,
Girl, Young Man. Young Woman,
Husband. Wife, Father and Mother;
Also [in case anyone is excluded from
the above categories] Timely Help,
Counsel and Instruction for Every
Member of Every Home. Together wth
Important, Hints on SOCIAL  PURITY,
HEREDITY. PHYSlCCIL  M*NHocm  AND
wosww~o~ By Noted Specialists.
Embracing the Story of Life and How
to Tell It; Also a Department on Ethics
of the Unmarried.” Not surprisingly,
one ofthe  things the book teaches is the
effect of drink, especially on children
“conceived at the time the father was
partially intoxicated. There is no doubt
whateverthat undersuchcircumstances
the child is pretty sore either to be
idiofic. or to have epileptic fits, or to be
of a feeble mind and irritable and
nervous system. Think, oh father

- --_._--.---- -._-- -
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and morber.  how horrible to reflect in
ilftcr years. that the idiot owes its
wretched existence ID Ihe inlempemte
indulgence of the father!” This theory
goes a long way loward  explaining
what’s  wrong with many of US.

.\YAUBLE  textbooks are so sketchy
and/or  inaccurate on Ihe subject of
finadian  Indians as to be almost use-
less. II’S a pleasure. therefore. lo come’
xross  the excellenl  set of inexpen-
.sively reproduced loose-leaf nofes
titled Indinns:  An Introduction to
Canada’s Native People, by Hope
MacLean  (81 pages. $2.00). It’s ovail-
able from the Canadian Association in
Suppon of Native Peoples. I6 Spadina  .
Road. Toronto. The notes are wrinen
in a simple. understated style that
v/ould  work well for both senior-
elementary and secondary-school sm-
denrr.  We?e introduced 10 Ihe seven
different culture areas of rhe Canadian
Indian and offered a close look af the
liferlyles of four of them--the  farmers
of Ibe Easrem Woodlands. the Indians
of the Plains, Ihe Indians of Ihe Pacific
Coassl.  and the lnuir. (I hadn’t realized
there welp so few Inuit  - only about
l&500.)  The book makes no attempt
tither  m gloss over problems or to
cwggerare  them. II points out.  for
example.  that  in 1971 Indian unem-
ployment in the cities was somewhere
around 70 oer cent - higher than on

some reserves. The reason  this hap-
pens, says MncLeon,  is that  “many of
Ihe Indians who come fo the city have
little experience working aI the kinds of
jobs they are likely to find. Although
rhey may be expert trappers or
fishermen. this is no( enough training fo
find them jobs. Often they  do not have
OS much education as employers de-
mand. Many  do not speak English well.
especially if they come from rhe north
where Native  languages are still used.”
Obvious. perhaps, but nevertheless
worth repeating. This material  deserves
wide circuladon.  Cl

,

PRUKE  U~LSTER  Trudeau’s warning
that the country is living beyond its
means came as no surprise to Books in
Canada. We had already reached Ihe
same unfortunare  conclusion about
ourselves. In spite of generous  and
sustained support from the Canada
Council and Ihe Ontario Arts Council,
as well as from our advertisers and
subscribers. we are failing lo make
ends meet. Like tlie publishing industry
as a whole, we are caught  in Ihe ironic
vise of a literarv  boom amid an~~__  _. - ..-. _--... - . - -..
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R&hers of Fur& &Wagnalls Dictionary

economic bust. On one side there &e
pressures fo continue 10 expand and
improve the formal of the magazine
because of the sheer volume of new
books being published and thegmwing
interest in CanLit.  On the orher  side
there are pressures 10 cm back because
of ever-rising production costi and the
adverse effect  of the general recession
on our projected revenues.

Those pressures won’t soon go away
and we are exploring long-term solu-
tions fo enable us 10 cope with them.
Meanwhile. we have reached Ihe point
where immediate economia  are nece%
say.

With great reluctance, therefore, we
have decided to reduce the i?equency  of
themagazinero  IOissuesayearfmm  I2
- following the lead of several other
Canadian magazines, including Tire
Camdim Fonon  ond Saturday Night.
Next month we will publish a double
June-July issue, which will a

P
pearat  the

beginningofhme.  Itwillbe olloyxdby
a double AugustSeptember  ‘issue,
which will appear 81 Ihe beginning of
September. Existing subscriprions  will
be extended  accordingly.

There are good praclical  reasons why
a book-review magazine should double
up its summer issues. Many of our
readers an teachers and students and
readership invariably falls off in the
vacation months of July and August.
Moreover, few books are published
during those  months - h’s the lull
before the fall season -and advertising
rends to decline dramatically.

However, there is liule  point in
denying that the loss of two issues is a
severeblowtooureditorialambitions.  It
means that, for this year af any rate.
there wilt  be substanlially  fewer pages
available p review Canadian books.
The economic pressures will be eased
but rhe space pressures will become
even more painful. Thus the aim of our
long-term planning will be fo try to
maintain or increase the total number of
pages per year with thicker issues
despite  the reduction in t?equency.

A second decision, taken with even
greater reluctance, has been 10 cm back
our editorial sraff  to two persons from
three (all part-time). Thii move has  cost
US the valuable services of Peter Such.
who joined us as Managing Editor
nearly two years ago. He will re.main
closely associated with  the magazine
while continuing m co-ordinate the
Canadian studies program at York
University’s Atkinson College and
working on a new novel.

Some of Peter’s duties have been
assumed by Pier Giorgio  Di Cicco, who
wirh this issue becomes Associate
Editor  and Circulation Manager.

DEsmwlNo  PLuos. Our profile  of mas-
rer bookbinder Michael Wilcox (page
12) reminds US that the eighth  annual



Toroao  Antiquarian Book Fair comes
up this month (May I?-14) in the
Crystal Ballroom of Toronto’s King
Edward Hotel. It’s a feast for those who
love old books. . . For those who love
new books. the Writers’ Union of
Canada is celebrating its fifth annual
meeting by staging a benefit show on
May 9 ut 8 p.m. in Toronto’s St.
LawenceCentre.  Tickets. at $IOeach.
are available to the public at the door
and at The Longhouse Bookstore (630
Yonge  Street). Called “The All-Star
Electric Typewriter Revue.” the show
will be hosted by Pierre Berton  and will
sur. smongothers,  hlorgaret Laurence,
Don Harron,  and Earle Birncy.. . And
for those who love all books, we would
like to draw your attention to The
Canadian Writers’ Foundation Inc. The
business of this little-known organiza-
tion is to provide monthly cheques to
older writers when their income from
books has shrunk. Since the Canada
Cwncil discontinued support two years
ago. theCWF  has become increasingly
dependent on individual donations. The
foundation’s motto is: “Good writers
serve the nation and they deserve ap
preciation.” We agree. The CWFs
address is: Box 3071, Station C, Ot-
tawa KIY 4I3. 0

HOT FROM INDIA
Sir:
When a revtwcr  dcseendr  ,o peraonel  insult. e
crhcr her on op,ion  be, to reply. I mey  be no
p.lrqen  OF modnty  - no tesr lkn mar,.  end
more dwn meoy -ho, I em far fmm being  ,he
“indclj,igablr  br~gge,,” (be, your wtewer Mr.
de Sonram  call. me in his March  review of&ays
corrJ A’i.chrr  in Ctdmm.  His runained miswed-
inp oF ,be ,a, ir malicious 10 ,k pain,  of Per-
wnhr.

t iim not .. bogging” rbeo  I qoore  m y
F*lher-in-l;lru’b  catl for the Nobel Rim For his
daoghwr  tm) tvife).  I am not bragging when t
v.row “p.+p ooc  Moo,rul  author per decade
i. fwwed m the Amaiwn  wcclilics’  - il woe
muwly  m prepare  e eceoe  of bland. pdk Cana.
dim tilcray  racism.  In bolh IFSM. t nm mn-
uating  tho mixone of emreal expectadon.  told
eppmxd.  ;md innocence lhilt b pan of Indian
F,eoily-lilt  PI the lewt t I;now il. with le h&l-
i,). incompc,encs.  aod blank incomprehension
,ha, eo tndie-born  rolbor  faces  in Censdn.  My
ball’ of the book uic$ Lo shmv  Ik, gmwiog
owemoc.~  on my pa,; be8inning  with emqen,
confidcncc  (“How moeh d o  yaw se,-an,s
meke?“).  ,o P kind of ebiee,  helotes$ec$$  in ,k
odds,  oilhe  me@c-riliel. .

Your rwicwcr’r YnlimeolS  o n  tndie ood
HindoLm  we es dated and patwnizing  e$ bi$
cuolling  of ,k vLtoe$  of E M. Por$,cr.  A Iwe
of For$,cr  mey gc, e eoloninl  lhmegh Eogttth
Honourr.  be, ifs no gu& 10 modem  India  My
h;llfof  ,he book w$ cboo, ,he eire,c$  J wwcllcd
in. and  in ,he Be&i mtddtc-c,e$$es  t foeed  few
of ,hc pcnnic  woc,ton$  s,itt in effmt. ~crhep
Mr. de Seelena foond  the old He$$e$o  tndie roll

Rnc,ioniy: if he ever  wrik?$ abar  il. 1’11  be
emoog ,he fira, m read il.

Purely e$ e li,erary crilic.  your review,  is
inep,.  The purpose of ,k duel-owm,ive  tech-
nique is 10 gm a k,a sense tin my he%)  of rhc
bewildering expericncr:  India cm k for no oo,-
rider. Therefore ,bc aneednc OF ,k evifferaled
beby is of couex  ne, in my $ce,ioo  - t em
gndng  it in ,ren$le,ion. rber Ihe lea. and I ex-
,rem from i, e pnicolsr lesson. I, would  be
mclodnma,ic fo+mc  ID “build a $ccnc”  Fmm il.
Bhetiri.  plnicipadng  in it $I eommenet  ode-
Elling.  can give ,k Fell effce,  of soeh  e sl~ry  oo
en insider. The rptil-hendliog  of e single  exe, ir
no, oUaed Y en occasion  for corn
Ls. but mlkr. es II ,ribo,e  IO ,he g

amivc  rtylir-
cplb. ,cx,wc.

end den$i,y  oF(even)  middle-cless life in modem
ctio India.

Clerk Bbdre
New Delhi

tndic

COOL ON GLASSCO
sir:
t we$ in,ercs,cd  in John Glr$sco’$  o$c of Ik
expression “wornair-me&cc Raion”
(Mach). I wonder  how much of the &doe
mimed  in womco’s  maeedncs  Mr. Glvrco bes
&i&~~kd.  I first  rhcovmd  rhe cxectlenr
rho,,-s,oq  wber. Laurie  Colwin.  in Madmoi-
I&-. Chmdnim  hns printed fiction hy Margore
Atwood. Joyce Carol  Gales.. Martan  Engel. Jane
Rule. eod.at$o  ,he iir$, published shon $,ory of
Robcn Pelfad.  Mr hrr printed fine shon slorierj
by Mergere,  habbtc.  Mergers,  Alwood.  Gail
Godrin. end meny others. I gether  the, when
womce’rmegazioc  ficdon i$ good i, i$ ccllcd
Ac,ion.  bo, when i, is bad i, is called
womcn’rmegezioc  &lion. Similarly. when
women wi,cr$ me good they  em called wri,crs.
be, when ,hey  em bed ,hey  JR called ,wmc”
wrka.

Sosee Zimmmnen
Tomom

OPPOSITE CASE.. .
Sir:
Ron Weldie.  in his immduction 10 ,hc Specbil
Seelion  on Wucarion  (March). rrFcr$  u1 a hen,
$,ody  eommirrioced by ,he [Onrariol  Minisly  of
Edoeedon  end ,bc Minisby  of College; end
tJniwrsi,ie$.  &! one of ,hc eulhon of ,wo of ,k
four  nody rcpons.  t wcs wmcwhc,  slanlcd  10
ned Mr. Waldie’s  six-line sommery  of our
ebnetwioes. t wc$ ,emp,cd  10 rlrrpce,  tha, all he
bed reed  about  ,k s,udy we$ ,hc ediloriel  ebou, i,
.,.v;v~p~~o~;~~~,on,o  Smr, end wa

We did cm find ,be, “mcehenicel  skills in
ma,h. science. sod gmouner  erc ma@oelly
lower”  ,kn lhcy were IO years ego. To begin
wi,h. we wcrcno!  in mos,ce$cs,e$,iog  “mceheo-
ieel skills.” WC mrde no hinorical  cornprisons
c, all in langue8c skills or in Grade  12 ma,kma-
,tc$ -no, From choke. bc, becsux wc hd no
sdcquale  dem from the porl  wilb which to make
cornprisons.  Gmmcd. ,cechcrs  of Eyli$h felt
,k,$kitt$ in Ikirscbjw, bed deelined.  Bu,$odt
(ercherr  oFme,beme,tes.  end ,hc Gndc 13 mmh
rtedcnlr  did Lwwr ,hsn kd lbeir I%8 eoomcr-
p.eti!.  Tbcrc  her indeed been II s,r,is,icel,y
r,gno?cant  deeline  in seorc$  on ,he Gndc 13
phystes  les, sin& 1910; MIIIC pmsiblc cxplaee-
,tonswcc$plorcdi~,here~,$.

Mr. Waldie omwd mm bls summery e
crucial fee,  included in ,he rrpons.  R’s on ,oo
long ego the, only about 40% of Onlerio
,ecne8cn  were  in high school. Now 80% ofthem
e,c ,krc. Mo$,  of ,k new 406 ere lookin for
$ome,bing  quhc  diNcreel fmm Ihc Mdidonnl
academic program  of ,k rs,. They’re no,
pteoning 10 p u) onivcnily;  ,ky’x heeded for
eommunily  eollc8cs  or oo, 10 work alter Gnde
12. 1,‘s been neccrrary  10 dmlop new prognms
fa ,hc$c $,edcn,$.  with ocw standards. The
p~pmms  era’, prfcc,  - ,bc rcpom point  ow
someoftheirpmbkos-bu,i,  makes nosensc,o
compruaherc  smdcmr u) s,udcn,s  in the pen. We

did”‘, how $,odcnU like there in ,k per,.
Gttcn  ,he ramifiee,ioos  of Lir m&w m-

creye  in ,k pmponion  of ,ccnagm in rchool.
,eeebcn a-e bound 10 find ,hemsetvcs in ,bc
pmition  of Alice in Through  rhc  Looking Glass
-running  like hell jest 10 $,q in ,k seme  pteee.
The indtcttonr  of oar study em ,k, ,ky’vc
ldoetty  mene8cd  10 get e lilde Fonkr eked. I
don’, think ,k 8owomcn,.  ,k sehoolr  or the
,ceehcrr  derervc  Ihe kind of uninformed puldown
edminis,emd  by Mr. Waldtt.  I can?  ray I blsme
him for oat weming m med  ,k scwrel lhoownd
pycr of ,k four  swdy rrportr.  bu, k might e,
Ices, have waded lhmugh  ,k brief sommw
volume.

Carl4 Wolfe
Tome,0

. . . AT THE INTERFACE
Sic
Ron Waldii’s  immdoerion  Lo your speeid  See-
lionon  Edon,ioe(Mareh)  s,e,c$:  “Mo$,simptir
lie peoeece$  we based  on inmmplete end 08cn
dkoncd  informa,ion.”  Mr. Weldtt’r  scriousaod
mirteedin8  in,erpe,a,ion  of Ik Interfcec  s,ody is
rimilerly  ineompluc  and dkoned.  To UY this
$,ody e$ cvidcoee  ,h$, ,k Omerto  cdocadocel
rys,cm  is pmdociy e “delieicn,  product”  is 10
won
by ,R: s,cdr.  end  m coobadte,  ,k conetestoosoF

elely  ocgtec,  sit ,hc pmi,ivc  daa eollecled

I~esNdy.
Since Mr. Weldic is oblivious 10 ,he porilivc

fioding$ of ,k nody.  ICI  me menlion  e few. All
!ae,cmen,$  come From ,k Summmy  Rcpon li$,cd
!,I your bibliography on pege 38 of your Mmrh
bSlC
1. “. . ,he,u,s.,hw8hoo,perfcc,.wercvcttt
tp.571.
2. “Ccnain  popular- ore, lust widely ookd
- opinions aboo!  ,hc prcscn,  shoedon  in the
secondary rrhoots  end a, ,k Inlerfeec  rccm.  on
,kevidcm-cof,hiar,ody.,okmismoecp,io&
w.72).
3. Re Gmde 13 meth ,uils:  “lo fee,. leoox  for
uniwshy  bound $,odcn,r  were  rltthlly  htbcr
lhan  for ,k I968 sdmini$,n,ion”  tp.116).
4. “Sertour  mars in 8rmmnar.  word choice and
6~o,~$lrvcloredidoo,chene,~,k  wridng
of  $,odcms abwe ,hc 25th pcrcentilc  e, ei,hcr
interleec.  and  $,oden,$  geecrrdly  skid campb
,cnce in mgcoizing wk, ,ky bed 10 ray”
tp. 126).
5 .  “Got cooelcsioo.  which is  cercfolly
documcmcd  in ,kcescofGmdc  13 ma,kme,ies.
L ,k, ,bere  is 110 gdcn cm of ,k per,  and no
greener  field fer awey” @. 130).
6. “. . ,kperecp6on$ofvariou$  publies wi,hrn
imcm, in cdoea,~on  do no, cndrcty  mn-espond
wi,h rcelily”  tp. 132).

No, eonlcn,  with disbardo  tn,mfacc. Mr.
Wetdie proceeds 10 cilc “widely pebtteimi
rcsuhs  oF,ens  of ymmedeel  skills on freshmen
e, URC and Queen’s:’ Why dtt k no, slro
mcnlion  the widely publicized rcsohs of ,he
Icorn of pmfcrron.  teackm.  and Cl&t end
Ma;,  wrims  who wmc the Western  Fmhman
,e$,  of gnmma,ical  skills? (The erpm dtt do
baler  lhsn  the frcshmcn.  bu, ,hey did oo! cxeelty
cover  ,kmsclw$  with #my.)

Meanwhile. beck  in ,he cle$$mom.  this Hnol
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dl-wnridcrcd cri,icirm  is no,doing  a hell  of a lo1
iw ,k r,udco,s  or ,kir wscherr.  R’s no, doing
moib for their  belief  in s fair-minded, unbiased

Head of Engliii~
Wullosd  Ceaennial  Secondary School

Wclland. On,.

~wr Il’o/&.  rcflics:  While I sm no, pnparrd IO
.mkr  imo s d&led chapterand-vehe  discussion
of ,bc Ircrfxo rudy. I cm assure  Carla Wolle
,iu, my ,~fc,encc~  ore L&en from i,: “Perha of
gru,er,  significance is educalor’s  lacr of
conhdcncc  Ln ,k sys,eem  is swxssfolly achicv-
ing nha, is Qerceid  ID be one  Of the mos,
imporkm,  goals o f  secondary educalion:
dnulopmcn,  of firn  langwge skills. Semsdvy
rloal ,wchen.  univenily  and CAAT frcuby
agree  da, blc languap skills kve dentor-
a,er (page ,a,.... “Wbb  wspec,  m s k i l l
durclopmcn,  in mxhemstics.  about half of the
Ldow,ors  b&we Ls, proficiency hsr dewrio+
aul overtime**  ,pge 16).

My rofcrsncc  IO ,hb nudy  ws admilledly and
ncccswily  brief. BLnokc  in Canada is s nviond
nwg.tzinc  md. while ,his slody is very imponan,
,0 Omario. i, will kve li,,lc pne,*;ll  value 10
o,hc,  oh’% of ,he coomry  ,k, also sre fxing ,k
rrme problems.  I lherefore  provided il timely
rcf.rencc ,o i) wgionrlly  importan,  study. W e
inclodcd  ,bc rummsry  repon in ,hc bibliography
w ,ba Ontxto  msders  would be encouraged UI
gc, i, snd rcsd  i, for Ihemselres.

The problems wllined  in my inlmdoclion  do
cxir,;  ,hc public pnn?p,ion  is one of dchicncy.
If,h, pxccption  is way. ,kn Ihe educP,ior!al
,~,,cm  h.w ;m informalion pmblem.  If il b even
p~,,LtIy  corrcc,.  ,kn il has  1 curriculum pmb-
Icm. The  supplemen,  was designed 10 niw Lhii
ih,uc and  wencounge  public involvement. It w&s
not “blominp”  ylyonc  und my nising it is
nci,kr ill-conrid&rcd.  biwxl. nor glib.

l2A5N2.
AUTHORS. essay&Is.  journalists - lyping
quickly  and accuralaly.  Helly (416)
967-7640.
ClEDIA PROSE a quarterly magazine on
communications and mass media in Canada.
63 per year. $5.50 for lwo years.  85 Thom-
cliffa Pk_ Dr. #1402. Tomnlo.  Ont.  M4H  1L6.

OUT-OF-PRI~~lCanadianaboughl  andsold.
Catalogues rent free on request. Humnia
Canadiana  Booka.  BOX 665. AllISton OnL
LOM 1 AO.

SUMMER WRITERS’ WORICGHOP.  Aus.
1-12 at Naw College. U of T. Flctkm: Austin
Clarke.  Alice Denham.  Gerald Lampert.
Elizabeth Saltar,  Patar Such. Playrwighta:
Carol  Bolt. Larry Fineberg.  PoaLs: Sleva
McCaHaly.  Joe Roaaenblatt.  P. K. Page. Non-
fiction: Phllip Muchand.  Eleanor Pebina.  For
brochure: 0. Lampert. Workshop. 165
Spadina Ave.. Toronto M5T 2C4 (416)
3649616.
UUPUBLISHED  manuscripts wanted. Fie
lion. poatry.  autobiographical ~0-0~ and
subsidy book  publlahera.  Pan Canadian
Publlahlng.  45 Brisbane Road. Unit 12.
Dowwiaw. Onl. Tel: (416) 661-5046.
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RIGHT SORT OF SELL-OUT
Sir:
Tknks 10 our ndvcrlisemen,  in Books In
C.rmdn’r  February issue. we have oow received
so many orders  ,hB, Talc ~lolrrlrar  Rniew issue
#41. ,k Margare, Alwocd  Symposium. has
been  emirely sold oo,. WC will no, be nble 10
reprio,  ,he issue nod  I lhongh,  yoor readers migh,
like 10 be mtd of lhis silunrion.

Robin Skellon
Edimr

‘The Mofohor  Review
Viimris. B.C.

A limkd bu, unspecified number  of tm-
ri,orinl  dcmmcsnons  wilhin ,he psm-
rne,~~~ of, which.a.ce,!ain smoun,  of pry-
~wzc,pl,o,lo”  x,,w,y Is Ihc normal saus-

so MIDHT A Self-reSpeCtbIg  bureaucrat
render Voltaire’s famous description of
Canada as “a few acres of SLOW.”  A
$25 prize is offered for the best transla-
tion of any famous quotation fmm old.
basic English into sexy modern bureau-
cratese. Unfortunately, we must limit
entries to 75 words. There is, however.
no limit to the number of syllables in
each word, as long as the word itself
can be found somewhere in some
permissive dictionary. Addwss: Can-
Wit  No. 23. Books in  Catrada,  366
Adelaide Street East, Toronto  M5A
1N4. The deadline is May 30..

RESULTS OF-  CANWIT NO. 21
CONTESTANTS were asked to provide
reviews, as they might be written by a
foreign critic, of the movie version of
Joyce Castor’s celebrated novel Resw-

facing in Snnrin (McClarkan  & New-
spider, 1975). Parody  evidently does
not come easily to our readers and the
entries we received. although excet-
lent. were disappointingly few in
number compared with previous con-
tests. The winner is William Cran  of
Toronto. who wi?s 925 for this splen-
did summary:

R~~rrrr/nrirg  in .Snmin  ( A l l  mchnical
credits: Cabkgemwn \Vomen’s  Film Col-
lecdw. Coonwy:  Cansdr.)  Militan,
feminim  re-inlerpnslion  of 1960s  lyricnl
evocmion  of young wotisn scsdemic’s  m-
,om m home ,ow.n for  fslher’r  bneml
sfwr msrrisge  bre&.-up  a n d  nwmos
brcokdown.  Origins1  stwy on blown-up
Super-8  b imerco,  wi,h discussions be-
,wcco sahor-person  Joyce CU,or  a n d
sll-female  film erc.w  mnsfemd  fmm
home videompe  (some loss of round qusl-
i,y kre).  Crew  wgoe against Costor’s  de-
fcalib, view of women’s  mle. STOP
PRESS: R br 5 wilhdmwn fmm official
fes,in,  in prows,  apins,  msle  dmninmion
of jury. Tonighl’s  wunrw-prcmicre  open
to women only. followed by discussion.
(From ,he daily cyclostylcd  Frrriral  NCI~
ill  ,hr?  Edinburgh ln,crnn,ional  Film Fcsli-
val.)

Honourable  mentions:

Noir er blow - gris. Bnsicolly.  Did ,k
nmning  ,i,les need 10 be in Hoch-lnui,?
Tk B&c Victim Porilioos. rho!  ,hmugh
,he inner ,ympsnum  in mx Isepia-Sdll.
you know. s phenomenologmd  indul-
gence). were good. I jus,  loved ,he
hem-thing’s line: “Stmwberries.  msg-
go& and i n  the spring  - mnyk -
6ies.” This movie lexks us how much
wc have  forgown.  (Jodilh  ‘Zs,.)

-Chris Sco,,.  Townlo
” * ii

Winner of the Golden Whelk  11, Ins, yerr’r
San  Marioo film festiwd.  RcswfminR  in
Snr,r;o  is something of B curiosi,y  for ,k
London einmsu.  This Csnndivl  film es-
plares ,k idea that  psinler  Tom Tbomp
wn did no, drown In sn en’smariud  zmo
mky embmcc. bu, lived 10 psi,,, soother

,dsy.  \Vhe,ber  ,hir subjee,  will k imm:
dkely comprehensible 10 English audl-
enter is doublful  ils ,he film hns been
lwded wilh omologicrl and allegorical
symbols (prior study of ,k pmgamme
no,es  is essmtisl). Ac,ion  lhmughoo,  is in
mime mnd thcrs is no sound. but the sheer
inlcgri,Y  of ,his black and whiti  ptin.! in
Super-6 makes compelling view%.
(Fmm Notional Film Tkmrc pm-
gramme.

- Anmints  Wordswonh.  Tomnlo

Films in Brti Remrfocing  in Samin.
This kes, essmple  ofcuhural  death wish
from our  nonhem  neighbows  is a gri,,y.
grainy. dreary  documemrry  film abou,
wnking-clus  life. mpe.  and durh  in il
smsll tOw” in Cansddr  As one chamcler
ssys  m anolhcr.  “To many
ir JUS, s place LO drive ,hmug r**

ople  Samis
\Vl,a,evn

made direclor Msr,in  Knelman. P fwmer
critic. think lha, many  people would wan,
m dwff Ihew. we” fw ,\vo korr Of vtew-
ing lime. is B myrwy 0s uninlcresling  ils
,k movk kelf. The film hss  been hsiled.
i n  Tomnlo.  as “sutheaic  Cmadirna”
whiih. if 1,110  is calsinly  good -on for
no, living Ihere.  Uobn Simon.)

THE FOLLOW,NG  Canadian books have
been received by Books in Canada in.
recent  weeks. Inclusion in this list does
not preclude a review or notice in a
future issue:

_. .-.-
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~@@~!%@&%&!I~~~  wishes to thank the following
contributors for helping us through the first six years

Please send me Beaks  in Canada for one year
at your special birthday rate of $5.00.

I enclose a cheque 0 Please bill me 0

N a m e

A d d r e s s

. Postal  Code

Please make cheques payable to Canadian Review of
Books Ltd., 366 Adelaide St. East, Toronto M5A IN4
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The best critical minds
in Canada can be yours
for only $5 a year
(special sixth anniversary offer)



The long-awaited English translation of Anne Hibert’s  tale of twisted love
is available now. A romance of evil  and a celebration  of the trans-
cendence of love. CHILDREN OF THE SLACK SABBATH goes further
than Ken Russell’s THE DEVILS. further than Polanski, further even then
the EXORCIST in its constantly shiftlng imagery of dream and reellty
woven into a tapestry of desire. obsession. mysticism end evil.


